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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1.0 The Public Procurement Commission (PPC), pursuant to the powers vested in it by 
Article 212AA (1) of the Constitution, launched an investigation into the procurement of 
pharmaceuticals by the GPHC, following the publication of a number of articles in the 
local media. The first article, published by the Guyana Times on March 9, 2017 was 
titled "GPHC creates emergency to sole source $605M drugs from Trini firm" (see 
Appendix Al). The following is an extract: 

... Georgetown Hospital has delayed and cancelled four out of its five 
public tenders within the last four months, creating a situation where 
there is a massive shortage ofphannaceuticals. 

Subsequently, the Corporation's Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Allan 
Johnson, on February 28, wrote a letter to the Chairman of the National 
Procurement and Tender Administration Board (NPTAB), Berkley 
Wickham, requesting approval for the procurement of these "emergency 
drugs" in light of the shortage, from ANSA McAL to the tune of 
$605 ,962,200. 

This request to bypass the procurement process to sole source drugs 
from a foreign finn speaks loudly of some public official's intent to 
sideline local companies which could have supplied the same 
phannaceuticals at cheaper prices ... 

t. l. l The referenced article included a copy of the letter that was sent by the GPHC's then 
acting CEO, Mr. Alan Johnson, to NPTAB requesting approval to procure emergency 
drugs from Ansa McAL. A verbatim extract of the letter is as follows: 

... The Georgetown Public Hospital Corporation is requesting approval 
from the National Procurement and Tender Administration Board to 
procure Emergency Medical Supplies. 

These emergency supplies were authorized by the Hon. Volda 
Lawrence, Minister of Public Health (see letter attached). The 
pharmaceuticals supplied by this company was at the time of request 
available only from this supplier. 

Grateful for your approval to Ansa McAI Trading Limited for the sum of 
six hundred and five million nine hundred and sixty-two thousand, two 
hundred dollars ($605,962,200) as per attached quotation. 

1.1.2 On March 9, 2017, the Kaieteur News also published an article titled "Ansa McAl refutes 
claims of receiving $M drug contract through sole sourcing', in which Ansa McAL 
confirmed that it had been awarded a contract to supply drugs to the GPHC to the value 
of $605 million, but had not breached any procurement process (see Appendix A2). 
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l. l .3 A press statement subsequently published by the Ministry of Public Health claimed that 
the Minister of Public Health: 
.... sought to fast track the procurement of these pharmaceuticals to minimise the negative effects on 

patients due to the shortage of some critical drugs. This influenced the decision to seek the greenlight from 
the National Procurement and Tender Administration Board (NPT AB) for ANSA McAL to supply drugs 
and pharmaceuticals to the tune of some G$605M ... ' (see Appendix A3). 

l.1.4 In view of the significant value of the expenditure of public funds under allegedly 
questionable circumstances and, having regard to the longstanding controversy 
surrounding the procurement of pharmaceuticals for the public health system. the PPC 
thought that it was in the national interest to thoroughly investigate the circumstances of 
this procurement. 

2. TERMS OF REFERENCE 

2.1.0 The aim of the investigation was to determine whether the procurement of emergency 
drugs by the GPHC to the value of $631 million from four suppliers, of which Ansa 
McAL was requested to supply pharmaceuticals to the value of $605 million, was 
executed in accordance with the Procurement Act Cap 73:05 and Regulations. 

2.1.1 Specifically, the investigation sought to ascertain the following: 
• The circumstances surrounding the procurement of "emergency drugs" by the GPHC. 
• The compliance of GPHC with the Procurement Act Cap 73:05 in the procurement of 

emergency pharmaceuticals from four suppliers. 
• The extent of the involvement of the Minister of Public Health in the process that led 

to the purchase of emergency drugs by GPHC from four suppliers 
• Compliance of GPHC with the Procurement Act Cap 73:05 and Regulations in its 

general procurement practices in respect of the period January 2016 to May 2017. 
• Measures that GPHC should adopt to improve their procurement practices and ensure 

adherence to the Procurement Act Cap 73:05. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1.0 The terms of reference (TOR) was developed in accordance with the mandate of the PPC 
as set out in Article 212AA (l) of the Constitution. The PPC issued a media release on 
March 30, 2017 announcing the launch of an investigation into the procurement of 
emergency pharmaceuticals by the GPHC. The statement read as follows: 

MEDIA RELEASE 

The Public Procurement Commission has noted the recent statements in the 

media about procurement of pharmaceuticals for the public health sector and, in 

keeping with its functions as detailed in Article 2 l 2(AA). (I) of the 

Constitution, has commenced an investigation into the procurement of 

pharmaceutical and other medical supplies, specifically by the Guyana Public 

11 ospital Corporation. 
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In this regard, the Public Procurement Commission is in the process of 
collecting and reviewing relevant information from various stakeholders within 
the national procurement system and will conduct interviews and examine 
documentation as deemed necessary. 

The Public Procurement Commission is committed to a completely transparent 
and objective investigation, and invites members of the public who may have 
pertinent information to make written submissions to the Chairman, Public 
Procurement Commission. 

Since the subject of this investigation is of national interest and has resulted in 
significant public concern, the Public Procurement Commission will submit its 
findings to the National Assembly. 

3 .1.1. The PPC invited several officials, as listed in table 1 below, to attend interviews and 
audited the procurement transactions executed by the GPHC during the period January 
2016 to May 2017. 

3 .1.2 In the conduct of the investigation the PPC reviewed the following: 

1. Reports 
• Georgetown Public Hospital Corporation Special Investigation into financial 

operations and functions, July 2016 
• Reports of the Auditor General, 2010-2015 

2. Legislation 
• Procurement Act Cap 73:05 
• Public Corporation Act Cap 19:05 
• Food and Drugs Act Cap 34:03 
• Health Facilities Licensing Act Cap 33:03 
• Fiscal Management and Accountability Act Cap 73 :02 
• Stores Regulation 1993 

3. Written submissionsfrom: 
• NPTAB 
• GPHC 
• NewGPC 
• rvir. Marlan Cole, Director, Food and Drugs Department. 
• Dr. Leslie Ramsammy, Former Minister of Health 
• Ms. Kesaundra Alves, Chairman GPHC Board 

4. ~Jedia reports and the press releases issued by tlte Ministry of Public Health. 
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Table 1: Persons interviewed by the PPC 

Name institution and designation 

I Honourable Ms. Volda Minister of Public Health I 

I Lawrence I 
Ms. Collette Adams Pennanent Secretary, Ministry of Public Health 
Ms. Kesaundra Alves Chairman ofGPHC Board 

I 
Mr. Allan Johnson Chief Executive Officer (Ag.), GPHC ! I 
Mr. O'Neil Atkins Pharmacy Director, Ministry of Public Health 

Mr. Sheik Amir Director of Medical and Professional Services. GPHC 
Mr. Ronald Charles Director of Finance, GPHC 
Mr. Mohammed Karimullah Director of Finance, GPHC I 

Ms. Karen Cumberbatch Assistant Finance Director, Materials Management, GPHC I 
I 

Ms. Yvonne Bullen Pharmacy Manager (Ag.), GPHC 

Ms. Smita Tikaram Phannaceutical Coordinator (Ag.), GPHC I 

Ms. Anisa Khan Fonner Pharmaceutical Coordinator, GPHC 

I Mr. Berkley Wickham Chairman, National Procurement Tender Administration Board 

I Ms. Lavern Lawrence Vice-Chairman, National Procurement Tender Administration 
Board 

I 

Mr. Donald De Clou CEO, National Procurement Tender Administration 
Mr. Marian Cole Director, Food and Drugs Department 
Mr. Ravi Ramcharitar Representative of New Guyana Pharmaceutical Corporation 
Ms. Esther Simbo Representative of IP A 
Mr. Reginald Persaud Representative ofIPA I 
Mr. Sunesh Maikoo Representative of Ansa McAL Trading Limited (Guyana) 

-t FINDINGS 

4.1.0 Legal, Institutional and Service Delivery Framework 

-L l. l The Georgetown Public Hospital Iloard was established as a public corporation by the 
Georgetown Public Hospital Order 1999 Nwnber 3 of 1999 made under the Public 
Corporations Act Cap 19:05. The Board is a corporation aggregate consisting of a 
chairman and eight (8) other members, who are appointed by the Minister of Public 
Health. The Georgetown Public Hospital Board and its employees together comprise the 
Georgetown Public Hospital Corporation. The Executive Director who is the chief 
executive officer of the Board is appointed by the Board and, subject to the general 
Jirection and control of the Board, is responsible for implementing the decisions of the 
Board and the management of the affairs and activities of the Corporation. The Executive 
Director and the Director of the Medical and Professional Services of the Georgetown 
Public Hospital are Ex-Officio members of the Board. 
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4.1.2 The Minister of Public Heath may give to the Board, directions of a general character as 
to policy to be followed in the exercise and performance of its functions and the 
Corporation must give effect to these directions. 1 

4.1.3 The Georgetown Public Hospital is owned by the Board and is operated by the 
Corporation pursuant to a licence issued under the Health Facilities Act Cap. 33:03. The 
current board was sworn-in on February 22, 2017 to serve for one year (February 1, 2017 
to January 31, 2018; see Appendix Bl) and became operational on February 22, 2017 
when the first fully constituted Board meeting was held. The members of the existing 
board are listed in table 2. The previous Board was abruptly dissolved in November 
2016. Consequently, the GPHC operated without a Board between November and the 
date the new members were appointed and became fully operational. 

Table 2: Members of the GPHC's Board 

Names Designation 
Ms. Kessaundra Alves Chairman 
Dr. Holly Alexander Member 
Dr. Ivlaw A. Sinclair Member 
Ms Collette Adams Member 
Ms Sonya Roopnauth Member 
Ms Cleopatra Barkoey Member 
Ms Dawn Gardner Member 

Source: Official Gazette, 211
d March 2017, p. 215 

4.1.4 The GPHC has a main pharmacy which services the eye clinic, the cardiology 
department, the medical clinic and is also responsible for the in-patient treatment sheet. 
There are satellite pharmacies located at the Accident and Emergency Unit, Pediatric 
Clinic, Medical Outpatients Clinic and Psychiatric Clinic. 

4.1.5 In addition to the Georgetown Public Hospital, the Corporation manages the 
Campbellville Health Centre, the Kitty Health Centre, the Industry Health Centre and the 
Enmore Polyclinic. A pharmacy is operated at each of these entities. 

4.1.6 The GPHC has a formulary consisting of approximately five hundred (500) drugs. The 
Pharmacy and Therapeutic Committee maintains the formulary. This Committee is 
chaired by a doctor and the Pharmacy Manager is a member. The formulary was last 
reviewed in 2016. 

4.1.7 The GPHC procures pharmaceuticals and medical supplies to meet the needs of the 
facilities that it manages. The Procurement Act Cap. 73:05 is the applicable law in 
relation to such procurement. The purpose of this Act is "to provide.for the regulation of 

1 s.23 Public Corporations Act Cap. 19:05 
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the procurement of goods, services and the execution of' works, to promote competition 
among suppliers and contractors and to promote fairness and transparency in the 
procurement process."2 

4.1.8 The Food and Drugs Act Cap 34:03 has certain provisions which are critical for the 
procurement of pharmaceuticals. For instance, only a licensed dealer who has obtained a 
licence from the Minister of Public Health can manufacture or sell a controlled drug3

• 

This licence expires on the 31st of December of the year in which it was issued4
. Only a 

licensed dealer issued with a permit by the Minister of Public Health may import a 
controlled drug5

. This permit is only valid for the importation for which it was issued6
. 

The importer and the drug must be registered with the Food and Drug Department7. The 
registration of the drug takes approximately one hundred and twenty (120) days. The 
requirement for compliance with these provisions by suppliers sometimes causes delays 
in the supply chain. 

4.1.9 The GPHC has a Purchasing Unit (Materials Management Unit) which is responsible for 
all procurement. The Unit is headed by the Assistant Director, Materials Management. 
There are fifteen (15) other persons attached to the Unit one of whom is a qualified 
pharmacist with the designation, Pharmacy Coordinator and is directly responsible for the 
procurement of pharmaceuticals 

4.2.0 Financial Overview of GPHC 

4.2.1 The GPHC was previously a Budget Agency, but since September 2015 it has been listed 
as a subvention agency under the Ministry of Public Health (MOPH). Consequently, the 
GPHC is provided an annual subvention and processes its financial transactions through 
the IFMAS system of the Ministry of Finance. For the 2016 fiscal year, the GPHC was 
provided with a subvention of approximately $8.273.7 million and for the current fiscal 
year, the sum of $8,454 million (see table 3). 

-1-.2.2 The GPHC expends significant sUtilS on pharmaceuticals and medical supplies <uurnally. 
Table 3 shows that the GPHC expended $2,379.8 million in pharmaceuticals and medical 
supplies during 2016, approximating 30.8 percent of total recurrent expenditure and 28.8 
percent of total revenue. It is projected to expend approximately $2,555.8 million on 
pharmaceuticals and medical supplies in 2017 (see table 3). 

2 The Procurement Act Cap. 73:05 
1 The Food and Drugs Regulation 89(1) 
~ ibid90(4) 
I ibid 90(] )(b) 
" ibid 89( I) 
7 ibid 90(5) 
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Table 3: Summary of Revenue and Expenditure of GPHC, 2016-2017 

Revenue 2016 2017 
Actual Budget 
$'000 $'000 

Government Subvention 827,3678 8,454,577 
Less: Balance of subvention returned 0 0 
Total Revenues 8,273,678 8,454,577 

Total Expenditure 8,273,678 8,454,577 
Recurrent Expenditure 7,713,740 7,954,577 
Capital Expenditure 559,938 500,000 

Memo: 
Drugs and medical supplies 2,379,846 2,555,799 

Source: GPHC 

4.3.0 The circumstances surrounding the procurement of "emergency drugs" by the 
GPHC 

4.3.1 The PPC noted that throughout 2016 the GPHC made numerous direct purchases of 
pharmaceuticals using the quotation and sole source procurement methods. The total value 
of pharmaceuticals purchased by GPHC in 2016 was $952.0 million (see table 4), inclusive 
of the annual tender of $167.9 million. 

Table 4: Procurement of pharmaceuticals for 2016 

Details Amount 

Annual Tender $167,947,509 

Other $784,087,082 

Total $952,034,591 

Source: GPHC 

4.4.0 Annual tender for 2016 

4.4.1 The GPHC completed the process for the annual tender for pharmaceuticals for 2016 at 
the end of June 2016, when awards were made to New GPC ($90,898,909), Health 2000 
Guyana Inc. ($16,875), Global Healthcare Suppliers Inc. ($40,518,090), and International 
Pharmaceutical Agency ($36,513,089) to the total value of $167,947,509. The contracts 
were executed with these suppliers on July 1, 2016 and were valid for a period of six 
months, ending December 31 5

\ 2016. Notably, the total value of the annual tender was 
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relatively low in comparison to tenders executed in previous years. Purchases of 
pharmaceuticals for 2015 amounted to $1,354 million. 

4.4.2 The Global Healthcare Suppliers Inc. and International Pham1aceutical Agency were 
unable to supply pharmaceuticals to the value of$6,678,957 and $8,219,130 respectively 
in relation to orders for 2016. Global Healthcare Suppliers Inc. wrote GPHC on January 
16, 2017 indicating that they were unable to fulfill the contract due to higher prices and 
unavailability of raw materials globally. International Pharmaceutical Agency wrote GPHC 
on January 24, 2017 indicating that they would be miable to fulfill their contract due to the 
problems of obtaining a license to import narcotics and unforeseen price increases for a few 
items . 

..t.5.0 Annual tender for pharmaceuticals for 2017 

4.5.1 The GPHC officials informed the PPC that the first major tender for pharmaceuticals for 
2017 was the "annual tender", which was launched using the open tender method. This 
tender commenced with the quantification of drugs by the previous Pharmacy Manager, 
Ms. June Barry, during the period July-August 2016. Following this exercise, Ms. Barry 
submitted a memo to the then CEO (Ag.), Mr. Sheik Amir, formally requesting approval 
for procurement of pharmaceuticals for the year 2017. Attached to the memo, dated 
September 29, 2016, was a list of 439 items with the estimated monthly consumption and 
annual amount required for each. Mr. Sheik Amir approved the request on September 30°1 

2016 and forwarded the memo to the Director, Finance, Mr. Charles, who instructed Ms. 
Cumberbatch, Assistant Director, Finance, to prepare the relevant tender documents 
based on the approved list of pharmaceuticals. The standard bidding documents were 
prepared to procure 453 items (divided into 12 lots) to be supplied over the period 
January 2, to May l, 2017. 

4.5.2 Consistent with the Procurement Act Cap 73:05, the GPHC submitted the standard 
bidding documents (SBD) to NPTAB for review and approval. The documents were 
submitted on October 4, 2016 and approved the sa..T.e daj.r by l'JPT.i-\B. Ho'vve·v·er, the IFB 
was signed one month later by then CEO (a.g.), Mr. Amir, on November 4, 2016. 

4.5.3 Mr. Sheik Amir subsequently wrote the Chairman of NPTAB on November 7, 2016 
advising that the tender would be advertised in the National Newspapers on November 6, 
13 and 20, 2016 (see Appendix B2). A copy of the advertisement was attached to the 
letter (Appendix B3). Mr. Amir also advised the Chairman of NPTAB that the tender 
would be opened on Tuesday 22, of November 2016 at 09:00 hours at the NPTAB, 
Ministry of Finance. A review of the Guyana Chronicle revealed that the advertisement 
was placed in the Guyana Chronicle on the dates stated in the CEO's letter (see table 5). 

Table 5: Advertisement of notice of annual supplies tender 2017 

Dates Newspaper Page number 
November 6"' 2016 Sunday Chronicle 7 
November l3u' 2016 Ditto XXXVI 
November 20"' 2016 Ditto x,xx 
Source: Guyana Chronicle (various issues) 
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4.5.4 Ms. Cumberbatch, Assistant Director, Finance, reported to the PPC that prior to the sale 
of the tender documents to the suppliers, she observed that the list of pharmaceuticals 
included in the approved standard bidding documents reflected quantities that were 
inadequate to satisfy the annual requirements of the GPHC. Consequently, the pharmacy 
staff reviewed the quantities and revised the list of annual requirements, according! y. 

4.5.5 Subsequently, Mr. Amir wrote the Chairman of NPTAB on November 17, 2016 
requesting the opening date of the tender be extended from November 22, 2016 to 
November 29, 2016 (see Appendix B4). A verbatim extract of the referenced letter reads 
as follows: 

The Georgetown Public Hospital Corporation is requesting to have the 
opening date of the above extended from 22°d November 2016. 

This request is being made since the quantities being procured have 
increased from four months to twelve months 

Attached is a copy of the bid document with changes to the quantities. 

4.5.6 The standard bidding documents with the new quantities were re-submitted to NPTAB 
and approval was granted on the same day, November 24, 2016. These documents, which 
invited eligible bids for 452 items for the twelve months' period ending December 2017, 
were signed by Mr. Sheik Amir on the same date, November 24,2016 

4.5.7 Eleven (11) suppliers purchased the bidding documents from GPHC. They were: New 
GPC Inc., Big V Enterprise, International Pharmaceutical Agency (IP A), Surety 
Unlimited Service, Western Scientific Company Limited, Global Healthcare Supplies 
Inc., Alvin Rambajan, Health 2000 (Guyana) Inc., Ansa McAl Trading Ltd., K&P Project 
Management, Massy Distribution (see table 6). However, only seven (7) of the eleven 
( 11) prospective suppliers submitted bids. These were Massy Distribution, International 
Pharmaceutical Agency (IPA), Alvin Rambajan, Ansa McAl Trading Ltd, New GPC Inc., 
Health 2000 Guyana Inc., and Global Healthcare Supplies Inc (see table 6). 

Table 6: Tender Response Records-Annual Supplies Tender 2017 

Company Receipt Number Purchased Submitted 
documents documents 

Massy Distribution 42581 ~ " K & P Project Management 42580 " International Pharmaceutical Agency (IPA) 42488 " " Big V Enterprises 42180 ~ 
Surety Unlimited Service 42507 " Alvin Rarnbajan 42583 " '>) 

W estem Scientific Company Limited 42522 ~ 
Ansa McAl Trading Ltd. 42588 " ~ 
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New GPC Inc. 42487 ~ i) 

Health 2000 Guyana Inc. 42536 v i) l 
Global Healthcare Supplies Inc. 42532 y ,j I 

Source: Evaluation Report 

4.5.8 Mr. Amir subsequently wrote NPTAB and requested a further extension of the opening to 
December 13, 2016. The tenders were opened on December 13, 2016 at 09:00 hours at 
NPT AB as stated on the IFB. The Tender Response Records revealed that all the bidders 
submitted the required, signed form of tender, bid security, NIS and GRA compliance. 
The Tender Response Records also provided information on the price schedule (see table 
7). Based on the records, the opening of tenders conformed to the Procurement Act Cap 
73:05. 

Table 7: Tender Opening Records-Annual Supplies Tender 2017 

) Company Bid Form of Price Schedule Bid Security !RD NIS 
Number tender (G$) (GRA) 

I signed 
1

1 
Massy Distribution I '>) $576.906,070 $11,538,121 ~ -y 

i International Pharmaceutical 2 ~ $1,138,972,347 $113 ,897,234 '1 '1 
I 

Agency 
Alvin Rambajan 3 ~ $4,680,000 $93,600 '1 '1 
Ansa McAI Trading Ltd. 4 ~ $1,655,686,000 $36,000,000 '1 y 
New GPC Inc. 5 ~ $1,571,293,987 $50.000,000 ~ -y 

Health 2000 Guyana Inc. 6 '1 $89.806,512 $1,800.000 '1 v 
Global Healthcare Supplies Inc. 7 ,j $670,664,936 $13.413,299 y 'I 

Source: Evaluation Report 

..J..5.9 Consistent with the Procurement Act. the Chairman ofNPTAB approved and notified the 
GPHC in a letter dated December 13, 2016 that the following persons were identified to 
serve on the Evaluation Committee for the annual supply of pharmaceuticals: 
• Mr. Allan Johnson, CEO (ag.), GPHC 
• Ms. Joan Holder, Procurement Manager, Guyana Revenue Authority (GRA) 
• Ms. Jolene Browne-Griffith, Assistant Secretary General, Ministry of Public 

Telecommunications 

-J..5.10 The Chairman of NPTAB instructed that the evaluation committee should evaluate the 
bids and submit the evaluation report with individual score sheets and copies of bid 
securities no later than December 20, 2016. Section 39(2) of the Act requires the 
evaluation to be completed within fourteen (14) days.. NPT AB only allowed the 
Evaluation Committee seven (7) days from the tender opening to submit their evaluation 
report. When asked by the PPC about the reduced time frame given, the Chairman 
NPT AB stated that this was in an etfort to have the GPHC expedite the process. 
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4.5.11 The CEO (ag.), Mr. Allan Johnson, submitted the evaluation report to the Chainnan of 
NPTAB on December 29, 2016, two days after the statutory period for the completion of 
the evaluation of tenders. The report recommended that contracts be awarded as follows: 

• Massy distribution $423,520 (lot 2, lot 7) 
• International Pharmaceutical Agency $358.1 million (lot 1 to 15), 
• New GPC $532.0 million (every lot except lot 12) 
• Health 2000 (Guyana) Inc. $80,880 (lot 1) 
• Global Healthcare Supplies Inc. $78.9 million (Lots l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, and 

11) 

4.5.12 On reviewing the Evaluation Report, the PPC noted the following: 

• The lots were not awarded in their entirety to any individual supplier, but were instead 
split among various suppliers. 

• Several suppliers were deemed substantially responsive even though they had not 
satisfied all the criteria as set out in the Evaluation and Qualification Criteria in the 
standard bidding documents. 

• Only one supplier, New GPC, was deemed as having satisfied all the criteria 
• Ansa McAl did not satisfy all the criteria and was not considered substantially 

responsive 
The evaluation report recommended the award of contracts to bidders deemed substantially 
responsive, and based on their price quotations. 
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Table 7: Summary of criteria satisfied by each bidder 

Company 
Massy distribution 

IPA 

! 

Alvin Rambajan 

/\.nsa McAI 

New UPC Inc. 

Health 2000 

Global Healthcare 

Criteria satisfied/failed 
Considered substantially responsive but failed to satisfy the following criteria: 

7 - Financial Capacity (Evidence of Liquid Assets or credit not less than 20% of 
the Bid Price OR Letter of credit/bank statement, credit facilities, etc. 

15 - Manufacturing Authorization/Letter of Distribution (where applicable) 

16 - Statement of whether there is any litigation against the company 

Considered substantial{y responsive but failed to satisfy the following criteria: 

7 - Financial Capacity (Evidence of Liquid Assets or credit not less than 20% of 
the Bid Price OR Letter of credit/bank statement, credit facilities. etc. 

12 - ISO/WHO approval with GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice) certificate 
:md COPP (Certificate of Pharmaceutical Product) 

13 - Copies of registration for each item from Government Analysis Food and 
Dru a; 

Considered substantially responsive even though not evaluated based on eight 
criteria and failed to satisfy the following criteria: 

7 - Financial Capacity (Evidence of Liquid Assets or credit not less than 20% of 
the Bid Price OR Letter of credit/bank statement, credit facilities. etc. 

16 - Statement of whether there is any litigation against the company 

Was 11ot co11sidered substa11tial{y responsive because it failed to satisfy the 
following criteria 

I- Submission of a Bid Security in Required Amount which must be in the form 
of a bank guarantee; Criterion 
~ - Valid Business Registration; 

6 - Experience and Technical Capacity (General Experience in the supply of 
goods and related services for at least two (2) years similar to those offered in 
the bid) including name of client. address, telephone# and value of contract; 
I I - Valid Permit from Government Analysis Food and Drug Department to 
import/distribute pharmaceuticals 

12 - ISO/WHO approval with GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice) certificate 
and COPP (Certificate of Pharmaceutical Product) 

Considered substantially respomive and satisfied all criteria. 

I 
I 

I 
I 
i 

The company was considered suhstalllially responsive even though it was not \ 
evaluated on criterion 14, but it satisfied all the other criteria. I 

The company was considered substalltially respomive even though it was not 
evaluated on criterion 6 and failed to satisfy criterion 14 (Statement of Warranty 

and Guarantee) i 
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4.4.0 Annulment of 2017 annual tender for pharmaceuticals 

The NPTAB and GPHC officials informed the PPC that the 2017 annual tender for 
pharmaceuticals was annulled as a result of problems encountered with the annual tender 
for the medical supplies. The same officer of GPHC was responsible for preparing the 
evaluation documents for both tenders. The former Pharmaceutical Coordinator Ms. 
Anisa Khan was the officer at GPHC responsible for preparing the evaluation document 
for the tenders for Medical supplies and Pharmaceuticals 

4.4. l The GPHC officials reported to the PPC that the 2017 medical supplies tender was 
evaluated by the following persons: Mr. Sheik Amir (Chairman), Dr. Shamdeo Persaud 
(Member) and Ms. Nichelle DeRouch (Member). 

4.4.2 The Assistant Director, Finance, Ms. Cumberbatch, informed the PPC that one of the 
evaluators, Ms. Nichelle DeRouch, issued a minority report with respect to the evaluation 
for tender for the medical supplies (see Appendix BS). 

4.4.3 Mr. Amir informed the PPC that, in his capacity as "Chief Evaluator" and on the advice 
from his technical staff, he wrote NPTAB seeking advice regarding the treatment of the 
tender for medical supplies. Below is a verbatim extract of the letter from Mr. Amir to 
NPTAB dated November 16, 2016: 

A preliminary evaluation of the tenders revealed that there was 
a discrepancy in the Bid Security that did not clearly state that the 
use of Insurance Coverage was no longer acceptable. As a 
consequence, several tenderers were disqualified, and this raised a 
grave concern about the manner in which the Bid Document was 
prepared in order to ensure a fair and transparent process 

Additionally, one of the evaluators expressed concerns that one of 
the Bid Documents may have been tampered with, while in the 
possession of the Procurement Department of the Hospital. It was 
revealed that a Bank statement which was not previously there, 
during her perusal of the document, was later found to be in the 
document that was being reviewed by the evaluators. 

In view of these matters, as Chief Evaluator I am hereby 
submitting a minority report of the evaluators. Also, I am 
requesting that the Tender Board give guidance on the way 
forward in order for the medical supplies to be procured at the 
earliest for the hospital. 

4.4.4 The PPC noted that on November 4, 2016 the evaluation report for medical supplies was 
completed and signed by two of the three evaluators, namely, Mr. Sheik Amir and Dr. 
Shamdeo Persaud. Ms. Nichelle DeRouch on the same date issued a minority report 
indicating that she had declined to sign off on the evaluation report because the "integrity 
of this process is questionable" (see Appendix B6). Following this development, Dr. 
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Shamdeo Persaud on November 14, 2016 wrote to Mr. Amir, CEO (ag.), indicating to 
him that based on certain observations he declined to sign off the evaluation of the 
tender. Mr. Amir on November 23, 2016 wrote to Mr. Wickham, Chairman, NPTAB 
declining to sign off on the evaluation report on the basis that a "fair and transparent 
process is questionable" (see Appendix B7). 

4.4.5. In the PPC's interview with the former Pharmaceutical Coordinator, Ms. Anisa Khan, she 
confirmed that she was responsible for reviewing and arranging the tender documents for 
the evaluators. Ms. Khan explained that, on review of the documents for the tender for 
medical supplies, she determined that there would be some problems with the evaluation 
and decided to engage the evaluator Ms. DeRouch who she knew to be meticulous and 
could have assisted. Ms. Khan stated that Ms. DeRouch expressed concerns about the 
preparation of the tender documents, which appeared to have caused some confusion over 
the issue of the bid security (insurance guarantee vs. bank guarantee). The result of which 
was that most of the suppliers would have been disqualified for the tender. Ms. Khan 
further stated that, after this discussion with Ms. DeRouch, she proceeded to complete the 
process for the evaluators to review the tender documents and complete their evaluation. 
Ms. Khan advised the PPC that, shortly after, she was off the job because of medical 
reasons and was not aware of any problems with the evaluation process. Ms. Khan 
claimed that she was never told that there was a problem with the evaluation of the 
tenders, but was later transferred from the unit. with no explanation. 

4.4.6 The Chairman of NPTAB, by way of a letter dated January 9, 2017, informed the CEO 
(Ag.), Mr. Johnson of the annulment of the procurement process for pharmaceuticals and 
medical supplies, and recommended that the project be retendered (see Appendix BS) . 

..J..5.0 Restricted tender for 2017 annual supplies 

4.5.1 By way of a letter dated January 9, 2017, the CEO (Ag.), Allan Johnson, sought approval 
from the Chairman of NPT AB for restricted tendering for the annual supplies for 2017 
(see Appendix B9). Lri his letter, .Mr. Johnson, also requested that the tenders be closed on 
February 14, 2017 and identified the ten suppliers who were to be invited to participate in 
the tender. Attached to the request were new bidding documents for 15 lots with a total of 
452 items to be supplied for the period March 1, 2017 to February 28, 2018. Bidders 
were required to obtain passes for the sixteen criteria listed in the Evaluation and 
Qualification Criteria to be considered "substantially responsive". The referenced letter 
reads as follows: 

The Georgetown Public Hospital Corporation is requesting to 
use the restrictive tendering method of procurement to procure 
Pharmaceuticals and Medical Supplies. We are requesting 
approval of the following shortlisted suppliers, namely: 
l. NewGPC 

International Pharmaceutical Agency 
3. Ansa McAL 
4. Meditron 
5. Alvin Rambajan 
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6. Global Healthcare Supplies lnc. 
7. Massy Distribution Inc. 
8. Health 2000 Inc. 
9. K.D. Enterprise 
l 0. Caribbean Medical Supplies Inc. 

Further we hereby seek approval for the opening of this project on 
the 14!1' February 2017. Please see attached the tender document 
for use. Your approval of this document is also being sought. 

4.6.0 GPHC Quarterly Meeting with suppliers 

The GPHC held its first quarterly meeting for 2017 with suppliers on January 16, 2017 
where the following matters were discussed: 

• The media reports of drug shortages 
• The timely delivery of pharmaceuticals and medical supplies 
• Quality of items supplied 
• Storage of items for GPHC 
• The re-tendering for the Medical and Pharmaceutical Supplies for 2017, using the 

restricted method that was limited to suppliers who tendered in November 2016 for the 
open tender for 2017 annual supplies. 

Suppliers attending the meeting raised several concerns they had about the tender process 
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Table 8: Persons attending GPHC's first 2017 quarterly meeting with suppliers 

Name Designation 

Mr. Allan Johnson ChiefExecutive Officer (ag.), GPHC 

Mr. Ronald Charles Director. Finance, Materials Management, GPHC 
Mr. Mohamed Karimullah Director, Finance, Finance Operations, GPHC 

Ms. Karen Cumberbatch Assistant Director, Finance, Materials Management. GPHC 

Mr. Gerron Parker Head (ag.), Expenditure Planning and Management Unit 

Ms. June Barry Manager Pharmacy 
Ms. Merecia Blenman Senior Pharmacist 

Representatives of suppliers 

f Ansa McAI 
K.D. Enterprises 
New GPC Inc. 
Citi Pharmaceuticals Agency Inc. 
Health 2000 (Guyana) lnc. 
Global Healthcare Supplies Inc. 
Massy Distribution 
Woodlands Hospital 
Vish Pharmacy 
International Pharmaceutical Agency 
Pharmagen International lnc. 
Chirosyn Discoveries Technologies 
Dr. Kamela Bernau! 
Meditron 
Caribbean Medical Supplies lnc . 

I 

I 

..J..6.1 Mr. Allan Johnson, CEO (ag) of the GPHC, by way of letter dated January 24, 2017, 
wrote to suppliers, referring to the meeting of January 16, 2017 with the GPHC, where 
they were informed about the decision by NPT AB for the retendering for pharmaceutical 
and medical supplies using the restricted method. Only those suppliers who had 
participated in the annulled tender were to be invited to participate in the restricted 
tender. The letter ftL.rther stated that tPis decision \Vas taken, "since it l'Vas observed that 
the inte?;rity and transparency of the evaluation process was compromised'. The letters 
indicated that suppliers should purchase the new tender documents from the Finance 
Division of GPHC commencing Friday January 27, 2017. The opening was scheduled for 
February 14, 2017 at 09:00 hours at NPTAB. Letters were sent to the suppliers. New 
GPC, International Pharmaceutical Agency (IPA), Meditron, Global Healthcare Supplies 
Inc, Massy Distributions Inc, KD Enterprises, and Caribbean Medical Supplies Inc . 

..J..6.2 The PPC noted that some of the suppliers such as Alvin Rambajan, Health 2000 Inc. and 
ANSA McAL who had submitted bids in response to the annulled tender were not invited 
to participate in the restricted tender process even though the letter from NPT AB granting 
approval for the restricted tender included their names. 

4.6.3 The Chairman of NPTAB, Mr. Wickham, by way of a letter dated January 30, 2017, 
granted approval for the GPHC to proceed with the restricted tender (see Appe11dix BJO). 
A verbatim extract of the letter reads as follows: 
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With reference to your letter dated January 9th, 2017 the National 
Procurement and Tender Administration Board has granted 
approval for your agency to proceed with Restricted Tendering 
for the project at caption and for the following suppliers to be 
invited to bid for the project: 
I. NewGPC 
2. International Pharmaceutical Agency 
3. AnsaMcAL 
4. Meditron 
5. Alvin Rambajan 
6. Global Healthcare Supplies lnc. 
7. Massy Distribution Inc. 
8. Health 2000 lnc. 
9. K.D. Enterprise 
10. Caribbean Medical Supplies Inc. 

4.6.4 The PPC observed that GPHC wrote suppliers about the launch of the restricted tender 
prior to receiving written approval from NPTAB. The approval from NPTAB was 
granted on January 30, 2017, but the GPHC wrote suppliers on January 24, 2017 
notifying them of the launch of the restricted tender. 

4.6.5 The PPC, in its interview with the NPTAB's officials, queried the approval of the 
restricted tender procedure for what was anticipated to be such a large value of 
pharmaceutical supplies being procured, given that the threshold most recently approved 
by Cabinet was merely GYD$3 million. The NPTAB's officials were unable to provide a 
satisfactory response. The PPC has made detailed comments about this issue in the 
Conclusion and Recommendations sections of this report. 

4.7.0 Tender for Emergency Supplies 

4.7.l The GPHC officials informed the PPC that, subsequent to the annulment of the annual 
tender and approval of the restricted tender for annual supplies, they became concerned 
that there would be a crisis with respect to shortages of pharmaceuticals at the hospital 
and decided that measures should be taken to acquire an interim, emergency supply of 
pharmaceuticals. The Assistant Director, Finance, Ms. Cumberbatch reported to the PPC 
that the pharmacy department had assisted with the development of a list of 287 drugs 
that were currently unavailable or likely to become unavailable within the hospital, prior 
to receipt of the 2017 annual supplies. This list catered for a six months' supply of 
pharmaceuticals, which included drugs that suppliers "had on hand" and those that were 
to be delivered by airfreight. The GPHC officials stated that they expected these supplies 
would fill the gap and be utilized until the annual supply was received. Ms. Cumberbatch 
informed the PPC that GPHC had obtained advice from NPTAB (Mr. Michael 
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De Younge) to use the restricted procedure to 'fast-track' these supplies. She also stated 
that NPT AB had approved the tender documents. 

4.7.2 The PPC noted that Mr. Allan Johnson, wrote the Chairman of NPTAB on February 1, 
20 l 7 seeking approval of the tender documents in respect of the restricted tendering for 
emergency pharmaceutical and medical supplies. The letter stated that this tender was 
being done because the GPHC anticipated that the annulment and retendering of the 
annual supplies would have resulted in severe shortages of pharmaceuticals and medical 
supplies. 

4.7.3 The PPC was not provided with any documentation reflecting NPTAB's approval of the 
tender documents for the emergency tender. 

4. 7.4 The GPHC reported to the PPC that a meeting was convened with suppliers on February 
2, 2017, where it was explained that the meeting was being held in relation to an 
emergency pharmaceutical and medical supplies tender, which was expected to serve as 
an interim supply for the next six (6) months. The GPHC advised the suppliers that this 
was to ensure that adequate pharmaceutical and medical supplies would be available to 
the hospital until the restricted tender process for the annual supplies was completed and 
approved by Cabinet. They further advised the suppliers that they expected supplies to be 
received latest April 30, 2017 and these, therefore, should be in stock or ready to be air
freighted by the suppliers (Minutes of the meeting). 

GPHC officials said that they were aware that it would cost more to airfreight the items. 
The suppliers were also told that the emergency list would not contain all the items 
included in the previously launched restricted tender, but it would comprise emergency 
items that suppliers had in stock or had ready to be air-freighted. The suppliers were 
further advised that both tenders would be opened on February 14. 2017 and that the 
tender documents were immediateiy avaiiabie for purchase ai the cost of $5,000. (See 
Appendix B 11) 

Table 9: Persons present at the meeting to discuss tender for the emergency supplies 
of pharmaceuticals 

Name Designation 
Mr. Ronald Charles Director, Finance, GPHC I 

I Ms. Karen Cumberbatch Assistant Director, Finance (Materials 
I Management), GPHC I 

Ms Smita Tikaram Pharmaceutical Coordinator, GPHC 
Ms Kalawattie Datt-Singh Representatives, Ansa McAI 
Mr. Sunesh Maikoo 
Mr R. Ramcharitar Representatives. New GPC Inc. 
Mr. D. Lovell 

1 
Ms. Malaika Persaud Representative, Health 2000 (Guyana) Inc. 

Mr. Vinish Persaud Representative, Global Healthcare Supplies Inc. 
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Ms. Karen Connell Representative, Massy Distribution 
Ms Ophelia Yhan 
Ms Melinda Singh Representative, lPA 
Mr. A. Ali Representative, Pharmagen International Inc. 
Mr Kissoon Dyalsingh Representative, KO Enterprise 
Ms Christine Profitt Representative, Meditron 
Ms Angela Khemraj Representative, Caribbean Medical Supplies 

The GPHC officials stated that, while the process of the emergency tender was in 
progress, the Minister of Public Health, Honourable Volda Lawrence, convened two 
meetings with the GPHC senior management staff to discuss measures to address 
shortages of drugs at the hospital. 

4.8.0 1l1eetings with the Minister of Public Health, Honourable Volda Lawrence. 

4.8. l The GPHC officials and the Minister of Public Health informed the PPC that there were 
two meetings on February 3, 2017 at the GPHC with the Minister and GPHC's senior 
staff to discuss the shortage of drugs at the GPHC. 

4.8.2 Present at the first meeting with the Minister were: CEO (ag), Mr. Allan Johnson; 
Directors of Finance, Mr. Mohamed Karimullah and Mr. Ronald Charles; Head of the 
Budget Planning Unit, Mr. Gerron Parker; Pharmacy Manager, Mrs. Yvonne Bullen, the 
Minister's Assistant and Mr. John Adams, a representative from the Ministry of Public 
Health (MOPH). 

4.8.3 Proceedings of First meeting with Minister of Public Health 
The GPHC officials reported that the Minister of Public Health expressed concern about 
the shortage of drugs at the GPHC and referred to a 'nil list' (drugs that were not in 
stock) that she later informed the PPC she had received from Mr. Johnson, CEO(ag). The 
GPHC officials further stated that the Minister wanted to know what actions were being 
taken by GPHC to address the ongoing shortages. 

4.8.4 The GPHC officials stated that they informed the Minister about the "Emergency 
Tender" and the period for supply, which was April 1 to 30, 2017. The Assistant 
Director, Finance, stated that she provided the Minister with the list of the drugs, which 
was included in the tender documents of the emergency tender. The list was e-mailed, via 
her tablet. 

4.8.5 The GPHC officials reported to the PPC that the Minister said that the delivery time for the 
pharmaceuticals being procured via the emergency tender was too long and requested that 
GPHC, by that afternoon, develop a plan that would result in supplies being received in a 
shorter period. GPHC officials reported that the Minister requested that the plan be made 
available by the next meeting, which was scheduled for 6 p.m. on the same day. 
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4.8.6 The GPHC officials told the PPC that they advised the Minister that they could check 
with their suppliers to ascertain what items of drugs we:re on-hand and immediately 
available. The officials also reported to the PPC that they also made a commitment to the 
Minister that they would check with the MMU of the Ministry of Health to find out what 
drugs could be obtained from that entity. 

--1-.8.7 The PPC was informed that, the Minister also undertook to use the list of drugs provided 
by the Assistant Director, Finance, Ms. Cumberbatch, to check with P AHO about the 
availability of a special fund to assist in procuring drugs for the GPHC. 

4.8.8 In his account of the discussions at the fust meeting with the Minister, the CEO(ag) stated 
that he told the Minister that whatever procedure was agreed on to 'fast track' the 
pharmaceuticals 'will have to go to the tender board'. Mr. Johnson further stated that the 
Minister retorted by saying, 'she can make decisions; she is the Minister of Public Health 
and she was sent there to make decisions.' 

4.8.9 Ms. Karen Cumberbatch, Assistant Finance Director, however, when asked if Mr. Johnson 
notified the Minister during the meeting held in the morning that the tender procedure 
should be used for 'fast tracking' procurement of the emergency pharmaceuticals. she 
stated. 'no'. 

--1-.8.10 The PPC noted that the GPHC officials, contradicted each other in their account of 
whether, there was at that meeting, a discussion about the requirement for NPT AB' s 
approval of the proposed process for 'fast tracking' the pharmaceuticals. 

4.8 .11 The GPHC officials reported that the Director Finance, Mr. Ronald Charles, undertook to 
lead the process for determining the plan and executing the relevant actions to procure the 
emergency drugs within the shortest possible time-frame, as requested by the Minister. 

4.8.12 The Minister in her interview with the PPC stated that, during the meeting she 
emphasized to GPHC that this emergency purchase should be restricted to emergency 
drugs only and not items such as ointments. The Minister disputed the GPHC's claim that 
she was informed about the emergency tender and only recalled later receiving a hard 
copy of the list of pharmaceuticals to be procured. She further stated that she only 
became aware of the emergency tender when reading a draft report provided to her by the 
GPHC Board. The Minister said that she never instructed the GPHC officials to breach 
the procurement rules and bypass the NPT AB and Cabinet because, in her capacity as 
Chairman of the Public Accounts Committee of Parliament for many years, she was fully 
aware that this should not be done. The Minister said that she had expected the 
management of GPHC to follow the procurement procedures. 
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4.9.0 Actions taken immediately after t/ie first meeting with the Nlinister (Work Plan and 
Spreadsheet) 

4.9. l Mr. Charles, Director Finance, stated that he organized a small team comprising himself, 
Ms. Karen Cumberbatch, Assistant Director, Finance and Mr. Gerron Parker, Head, 
Budget Planning Unit to call the suppliers of pharmaceuticals to ascertain the drugs they 
had on-hand, using the same list for the emergency tender that was launched the day 
before, that is, February 2, 2017. He also confirmed that he had prepared a work plan to 
show how these emergency supplies would be acquired with receipt in full by the week 
of March 17, 2017 (see Appendix Bl2). The work plan contrasted with the procedure for 
fast tracking the items to that of an open tender process and the related time frames. 

4.10.0 Proceedings of Second meeting with the Minister of Public Health 
The GPHC officials confirmed that they attended a second meeting at 7 p.m. on February 
3, 2017 with the Minister of Public Health, who introduced Mr. O'Neil Atkins, Clinical 
Pharmacist attached to the Ministry of Public Health. They also stated that the , the 
Minister informed them that Mr. Atkins would be her representative on the GPHC's team 
responsible for the procurement of emergency drugs and would work with them to ensure 
that the drugs being procured were of an emergency nature. The GPHC officials stated 
that the Minister also identified Mr. Atkins as her point person to facilitate 
communication between the GPHC and the Minister on this issue. 

4.10.1 The PPC was informed that, at this meeting, Mr. Ronald Charles, Finance Director, 
presented a work plan for procurement of the emergency drugs and a spreadsheet 
showing the suppliers who had submitted information in response to the calls made by 
GPHC during the day. The PPC noted that the work plan, among other steps, catered for 
"evaluation and approval". 

4.10.2 Mr. Atkins in his interview with the PPC stated that he had expertise that allowed him to 
identify emergency drugs, critical drugs and essential drugs. He further stated that his 
specific role was to work with the GPHC team to ensure that they procured what was 
needed. 

4.10.3 The CEO (ag.), Mr. Allan Johnson, confirmed that he was fully aware of all the 
arrangements made to pursue the procurement of emergency drugs and had agreed that 
the team identified would execute the plan provided by Mr. Charles at the second 
meeting. 

4.10.4 Mr. Allan Johnson further stated to the PPC that the plan prepared by Mr. Charles was 
cleared with him even though he was aware that the process of calling suppliers for 
quotations for such a large value of procurement contravened the Act. He confirmed that 
he was aware of Mr. Atkins' role to work with the team and stated that he could not 
comment on the details of the process to identify the suppliers, since he was not directly 
involved in the activities leading up to the allocations to the various suppliers. 
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4-.10.5 Ms. Cumberbatch reported to the PPC that she had advised Mr. Atkins and Mr. Charles to 
prepare an addendum to change the delivery date of supplies in the existing tender for 
supplies launched, February 211

d, since it had already been requested that the items not on
hand should be air-freighted. She further stated that Mr. Charles ignored her 
recommendation and advised the CEO (ag.) to cancel the emergency tender: he 
subsequently used the sole source method to procure the emergency drugs. 

-t.11.0 COMPILATION OF SPREADSHEET 

.+.11.1 The Assistant Finance, Director, Ms. Cumberbatch, told the Commission that her role 
was limited to calling suppliers, specifically Ansa McAl, for quotations and forwarding 
them to the Director, Finance. Ivlr. Ronald Charles. She also explained that Mr. Charles 
took full responsibility for preparing the spreadsheet with the information collected. 
while the list of items and suppliers was determined by Mr. Charles and Mr. Atkins. In 
her interview, Ms. Cumberbatch explained to the PPC that she was uncomfortable with 
the sole-sourcing method proposed. She also stated that her preference for using the 
Tender Board was most likely responsible for her exclusion from the final process of 
identifying the suppliers who were ultimately awarded contracts. 

-t.11.2 Ms. Cumberbatch further stated that most of the quotations were received directly by the 
Materials Management Unit (MMU) of GPHC and forwarded to Mr. Charles. l'vls. 
Cumberbatch informed the PPC that she was responsible for obtaining quotations from 
ANSA McAL which were forwarded to Mr. Charles and Ms. Tikaram. the 
Pharmaceutical Coordinator who was also assisting in obtaining information from the 
suppliers. The quotations were received via e-mails and fax. 

-t.11.3 Mr. Charles, Director Finance, informed the PPC that the suppliers were asked to provide 
quotes for items listed in the emergency tender documents they had purchased. He told 
the PPC that the list was not sent to suppliers since they had it already. The suppliers 
were told that the emergency tender would be cancelled. They were also advised to use 
the same list to identify the items they had on-hand or could provide in a short time.( see 
Appendix (Cl) 

-t.11 A Mr. Charles also confirmed that he had prepared a spreadsheet with the information 
submitted by the suppliers. The spreadsheet comprised the items to be supplied and the 
time -frame for delivery of the items. 

-1-.11.5 Ms. Karen Cumberbatch reported that the spreadsheet allocating the awards to the four 
( 4) suppliers was prepared by Mr. Atkins and Mr. Charles and that she only saw it a few 
Jays before the actual procurement. She stated that she. therefore, had no role m 
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preparing the spreadsheet or determining how the allocations should have been done. She 
confirmed that she was asked to process the procurement, which involved merely calling 
the suppliers to check the expiry dates for the items that were identified to be supplied. 

4.11.6 When asked whether any "strict competitive analysis" was done based on the quotations 
received, Ms. Cumberbatch said she never saw the analysis, but Mr. Atkins was in 
possession of the analysis for New GPC and ANSA McAl and "technically decided who 
to go with". 

4.11. 7 In his interview with the PPC, Mr. Atkins stated that his role was to identify the 
emergency drugs and that he had consistently advised GPHC to follow the relevant 
procedures and ensure that "due process" was observed. He said that his responsibility 
was to ensure that GPHC procured only the drugs that were needed, that is, emergency 
drugs and that it was Mr. Ronald Charles, the Finance Director who had prepared the 
spreadsheet, which reflected the items to be supplied, prices and suppliers. 

4.12.0 Annulment of emergency pharmaceutical and medical supplies tenders 

4.12.1 The CEO (ag.) wrote the Chairman of NPTAB on February 9' 2017 requesting an 
annulment of the emergency pharmaceutical and medical supplies tender (see Appendi.x 
A13). Below is a verbatim extract from the letter. 

Following a meeting with the Honourable Minister Volda Lawrence 
on the 3rd February 2017 at the Georgetown Public GPHC Corporation 
(GPHC), she recommended that we take a different approach towards 
sourcing pharmaceuticals and medical supplies, which will require 
considerably less time, given the serious impact this shortage will have on 
the lives of patients seeking care at this institution. 

As a consequence, GPHC is seeking the approval of the National 
Procurement & Tender Administration Board to annul the emergency and 
pharmaceutical and medical supplies tender schedule to be opened on 
Tuesday 14th February 2017, since we intend to utilize the sole sourcing 
method to fast track these urgent supplies. 

4.12.2 The PPC noted NPTAB's time stamp on the letter indicating that it was received by the 
NPTAB Secretariat on February 13, 2017. No documentation was found indicating that 
NPTAB had approved this request. The Chainnan ofNPTAB informed the PPC that over 
a relatively short period of a few days, he had received several requests from GPHC and 
was attempting to address them in an orderly manner. 

4.12.3 The PPC noted that, notwithstanding the absence of an approval from NPTAB, Mr. 
Johnson, by way of a letter dated February 14, 2017, wrote suppliers notifying them of 
the annulment of the emergency tenders for pharmaceuticals and medical supplies, which 
were scheduled to be opened on February 14, 2017 at the National Procurement and 
Tender Administration Board (NPTAB). The suppliers to whom letters were sent were: 
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Ansa McAl, Caribbean Medical Suppliers Inc, Global Healthcare Supplies lnc., Health 
2000 (Guyana) Inc, International Pharmaceutical Agency, KD Enterprise, Meditron l11c .. 
and New GPC Inc. 

4.13.0 LETTERS OF AWARD TO SUPPLIERS 

4.13 .1 Ms. Cumberbatch, Assistant Finance Director, reported to the PPC that the procurement 
was at a standstill for some time since Mr. Charles had instructed her not to proceed 
unless the Minister provided a letter stating that they should officially go ahead. She 
further reported that during this period she was constantly contacted by Mr. O'Neil 
Atkins and suppliers for an update on the emergency procurement. She said that Mr. 
Atkins called and told her that the Minister had grown concerned and that they should go 
ahead with the procurement since he had spoken to the CEO (ag.) and Mr. Charles '/or 
them to go ahead'. 

-U 3 .2 The Finance Director, Mr. Ronald Charles, confirmed that he updated the spreadsheet 
with the prices received from the suppliers and submitted it to Mr. O'Neil Atkins. Mr. 
Charles also informed the PPC that the updated spreadsheet contained the prices quoted 
by the suppliers for various items but it did not identify the items to be procured from 
each supplier. He proceeded to explain that Mr. Atkins was expected to take the 
spreadsheet to the Minister, but was not sure if this was ever done. 

-.J..13.3 The Finance Director, Iv1r. Charles, told the PPC that he was away from GPHC from 
February 13 to February 17, 2017 because he had to attend a workshop organized by 
PAHO. Mr. Charles said he met Mr. O'Neil Atkins at the workshop and was told by him 
that they needed to proceed with the procurement. He further stated that Mr. Atkins told 
him that he wished to contact Ms. Karen Cumberbatch. Mr. Charies confirmed that the 
list was not analyzed to the point of identifying who should be the supplier for individual 
items. He stated that he had informed Mr. Atkins that no analysis was done. Mr. Charles 
reported to the PPC that Ms. Cumberbatch subsequently called for the spreadsheet he had 
given to Mr. Atkins. Mr. Charles also told the PPC that he later attempted to analyze the 
list further by cost before it was emailed to Ms. Cumberbatch and his involvement in the 
procurement ended at that point. 

-J..13.4 Mr. Ronald Charles reported that he met Ms. Cumberbatch on Friday, February 10. 2017 
when she indicated to him that she, 'got a call from Mr. Atkins saying that they should 
proceed to buy the items'. Mr. Charles stated, "[ cannot remember exactly, but she said that 
he was allegedly in the presence of the lvfinister". Mr. Charles informed the PPC that he 
could not confirm that Mr. Atkins was in the presence of the Minister. The PPC noted an 
email from Mr. Charles to Ms. Cumberbatch stating, .. take the necessary action". 
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Attached to the email was a spreadsheet which identified the items with the prices quoted 
by suppliers. 

4.13.5 The PPC noted that the spreadsheet reflected information from New GPC, Global Health, 
Chirosyn and Health 2000 only for items they had "on-hand", while for Ansa McAl the 
items were described as "in-transit". With respect to Massy, the list did not indicate 
whether the items were on-hand or in-transit. When questioned about the differences in 
the information reflected in the spreadsheet, Mr. Charles said that a new time line of two 
weeks was established. He further explained that the new time line was not set by the 
Minister of Public Health, but was in relation to a commitment given by ANSA McAL to 
deliver the items within that time. Specifically, Mr. Charles stated the following: 

. . . in terms of the new time line, that came up because ANSA McAL 
Trading indicated that they could supply within two weeks and a 
confirmation was given. 

4.13.6 In response to questions as to whether the other suppliers were asked to deliver the 
supplies within the same time frame, Mr. Charles stated: 

They (New GPC) had given me some items and I had spoken to Mr. 
Atkins in terms of how we should proceed with that and he indicated that, 
at that point in time, he just wanted the one on-hand because he was not 
too keen in terms of ... he wanted the drugs in the country and he did not 
want to disappoint the Minister. That was what he indicated to me. 

4.13.7 Ms. Cumberbatch informed the PPC that after several attempts to reach Mr. Charles, who 
was attending a P AHO workshop, she related to the CEO ( ag.) what Mr. Atkins had said 
and in the process informed him that they should prepare letters to be sent to the 
suppliers. The CEO (ag.) then orally instructed her to prepare the letters based on the 
quantities in Mr. Charles' spreadsheet. She stated that she prepared the letters, which 
were signed by Mr. Johnson and sent to the suppliers with the quotations attached. 

4.13.8 The PPC noted that Mr. Johnson, CEO (Ag.), signed letters dated February 16, 2017 
addressed to four (4) suppliers (New GPC, Ansa McAl, Global Health, Chirosyn) 
notifying them of the GPHC's decision to procure 'emergency supplies' of 
pharmaceuticals from the respective suppliers. Attached to each letter was the list of 
pharmaceuticals required, for which the supplier had quoted. The letter asked the 
suppliers to indicate their agreement in writing to supply the attached list of items at the 
prices indicated within the time frame required (fourteen working days of receipt of the 
said letter). 

Table 10: The contract values for 'emergency' pharmaceuticals procured by GPHC 

I Suppliers Total$ 
I AnsaMcAI 605,962,200 
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NewGPC 20.888,610 
Chirosyn 2,138.925 
Health 2000 2,923.920 

Source: Georgetown Public Hospital Corporation 

-J..13.9 Mr. Charles told the PPC that, on his return from the PAHO workshop the following 
Monday (February 20, 2017), the CEO told him that, "'we need to discuss the whole 
procurement because he was uncomfortable and he wanted to get some advice from the 
Tender Board. So, myself; Afs. Cumberbatch and the Head of Budget went across because we 
had some other engagement at the A1inistly r~f Finance, and we went across to the Tender 
Board. When she and Afr. Parker went to Afs. Lawrence, they were discussing the matter.'' 
The PPC noted that this was after the suppliers had already been notified of their awards and 
had commenced delivery of the pharmaceuticals. 

-J..14.0 Request for approval of awards 

4.14.1 The PPC noted four letters signed by Mr. Johnson to the Chairman of NPTAB seeking 
approval for procurement of emergency pharmaceuticals from the four ( 4) suppliers. 
Each letter, dated February 28, 2017, was similarly worded. but varied only in relation to 
the values of the pharmaceuticals being procured from the respective suppliers. The 
letters specifically stated that these supplies were authorized by the Minister of Public 
Health (see Appendix B14). The letters also included a statement "see attached'. Ms. 
Cumberbatch later reported to the PPC that she had drafted these letters and the words 
·see attached' were in fact referring to the letter previously sent to NPT AB, requesting 
cancellation of the emergency tender. This letter, which had requested annulment of the 
emergency tender, had also signaled GPHC's intent to sole source the pharmaceuticals. 

-J..14.2 The PPC noted that this request for NPTAB's approval was made twelve (12) days after 
the GPHC had notified the suppliers of the awards in respect of the emergency purchases 
of pharmaceuticals. 

-J..14.3 The Chairman of NPTAB stated to the PPC that he had received the letters from Mr. 
Johnson at various times over several days, but became alarmed when he received the 
request for the award of $605 million to Ansa McAl, primarily because of the significant 
value and absence of any justification. Quoted hereunder is an extract of Mr. Wickham' s 
statement: 

.... Well, that transaction is on hold because of concerns we had. There 
was no justification for that sent to us, at the time. with the request letter 
and that was a concern. But around the same time. we also had three other 
smaller requests for sole-sourcing. So. at that stage, I started to wonder 
what was going on because, given that we had the emergency supply 
which was withdrawn, then there was one that was pending - a big one 
that was pending evaluation - and now we are getting a sole-source ... 

fhey were: Health 2000 - $2.9 million; Chiros)'fl Discovery 
Technologies Inc. - $2. l million; New Guyana Phannaceutical 
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Corporation (New GPC) - $20.8 million; and the ANSA McAL Trading 
Limited - $605 million. They all did not come at once; they came to us, 
more or less, one after the other. By the time the one for $605 million 
landed, it raised a lot of eyebrows. 

4.14.4 The Minister of Public Health, in her interview with the PPC, stated that she did not give 
approval for the transactions as executed by the GPHC. She stated that she made a 
request for the GPHC to ensure that they acquired 'emergency drugs' in the shortest 
possible time to address the current shortages of pharmaceuticals at the hospital. She 
further stated that she was not aware of the emergency procurement of drugs and was 
only informed of this through her perusal of a draft report received from the Board of 
GPHC. 

4.14.5 The Minister also informed the PPC that the Chairman of the GPHC Board, on March 6, 
2017 had brought her a letter from Ms. Cumberbatch, Assistant Director, Finance, GPHC 
which sought her approval of the emergency purchase. She said that she did not sign it 
since she was aware that it was not her role to approve the purchase and expected that the 
Management of the hospital would have followed their prescribed procedures for 
procurement of goods and services. 

4.14.6 The Chairman of the GPHC Board, Ms. Kessaundra Alves, in her interview with the 
PPC, stated that neither she nor the Board played any role in the emergency 
procurement. She confirmed that the Board was installed on the February 22, 2017 and 
had its first meeting on that date. She informed the PPC that the CEO (ag.), Mr. Allan 
Johnson, attended this first meeting, but the Board was not informed of the emergency 
procurement at the meeting. She said that on March 6, 2017 she unwittingly delivered to 
the Honourable Minister of Public Health, Ms. Volda Lawrence, an envelope purportedly 
containing a document related to the emergency procurement. She further stated that on 
that day she was attending a meeting with staff of the GPHC, including Ms. Karen 
Cumberbatch, who, at the end of the meeting, briefly explained to her that GPHC had 
procured some drugs and that they needed a letter signed by the Honourable Minister 
indicating her approval of the purchase. 

4 .14. 7 The Chairman further stated that Ms. Cumberbatch asked her to deliver an envelope to 
the Minister with whom she was having a meeting that afternoon and for her to tell the 
Minister about the need for this letter. 

4.14.8 The Chairman of the GPHC Board reported to the PPC, that at the meeting with the 
Minister, she handed over the package and informed the Minister it was from Ms. 
Cumberbatch who had informed her that the GPHC had procured some drugs and that 
they needed a signed letter from her approving the purchase. She handed the package 
over to the Minister who opened the package and said the following: "what is this?" and 
"where are the documents in support?" The Chairman stated that she told the Minister she 
did not know anything about the contents of the package and repeated what Ms. 
Cumberbatch had told her. She further stated that the Minister shook her head and put the 
package aside. 
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4.14.9 The Chairman, GPHC Board, further informed the PPC that on March 7. 2017 at the first 
meeting of the Finance and Audit Committee (F&AC) of the Board, the Chair of that 
committee, Ms. Sonia Roopnauth, asked the Finance Directors, Mr. Mohameu 
Karimullah and Mr. Ronald Charles whether there were any pressing finance issues that 
should be discussed. It was then that Mr. Ronald Charles disclosed that GPHC had 
procured more than $600 million in pharmaceuticals without using any justifiable 
procurement procedure. The Chairman, GPHC Board, Ms. Alves, further stated that ''it 
was the following day the emergency procurement 'fiasco' appeared in the newspapers.'' 

4.14.l 0 The Assistant Director, Finance, Ms. Karen Cumberbatch. subsequently reported to the 
PPC that the package sent to the Minister contained only a copy of the letter to the 
Chairman, NPTAB, requesting approval of the GPHC's procurement of pharmaceuticals 
using the sole source procedure. She further stated that. attached to the letter was a 
spreadsheet identifying the awards to the suppliers. Ms. Cumberbatch stated that she was 
following the GPHC's practice to send a copy of the procuring documents submitted to 
NPTAB for Cabinet's 'no objection' to the Minister to ensure that the Minister would be 
prepared to respond to any questions that might arise at Cabinet. 

-J..15.0 Receipt of emergency supplies by GPHC 

4.15 .1 The GPHC ot1icials reported that most of the pharmaceutical supplies ordered from Ansa 
McAL were delivered, but some were stored at Ansa McAl 's bond because GPHC did not 
have adequate storage facilities to accommodate all the pharmaceuticals purchased. 

The GPHC officials stated that New GPC had delivered 100%; Chirosyn Discovery 
Technologies Inc. 100%; Global Healthcare 2000 Incorporated 100%. It was reported 
that Chirosyn Discovery Technologies Inc. and Global Healthcare 2000 Incorporated 
were required to supply just a small number of items, about 10 in total. GPHC reported 
that ANSA McAL had delivered about 85% of the items ordered, but that the narcotics 
had not been suppiied since these items could not be transported by air and were. 
therefore, being shipped by sea. 

The PPC's review of the delivery notes at the GPHC reflected receipts of less than 50% 
of the items that ANSA McAl was contracted to supply within the fourteen (14) days, 
while the New GPC delivered 99 percent and the other suppliers fulfilled their 
contractual obligations by delivering all the items before the April 30th deadline (see table 
11). 

Table 11: Values of 'emergency' pharmaceuticals delivered by suppliers to GPHC 

, Company 
! 
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Ansa McAI $605,962,200 $269,699,785 45 

NewGPC $20,888,610 $20,769,110 99 

Global Health - - -
Chirosyn $2,138,925 $2,138,925 100 

Massy - - -
Health 2000 $2,923,920 $2,924,160 100 

Source: Georgetown Public Hospital Corporation 

4.16 Audit fmdings of other purchases of pharmaceuticals 

4.16.1 During 2016 the GPHC executed numerous procurement transactions in respect of 
pharmaceuticals, which amounted to $952,034,591. A review of all payments made by 
the GPHC during this period, and an examination of payments vouchers and other related 
documentation, identified 565 transactions executed during 2016 outside of the annual 
tender, of which 375 transactions (valued at $31.7 million) were approved by the CEO, 
104 transactions (valued at $84.8 million) were approved at the level of the tender 
committee of GPHC, and 83 transactions (valued at $741 million) were processed 
through the NPTAB (see table 12). 

Table 12: GPHC procurement of pharmaceuticals, 
Jan. 2016 - Dec 2016 

Method Limits Authority 
2016 

No. Value 
One 

Below $150,000 $22,555,550 
quote 

330 

Three Above 
CEO's limit 

quotes $150,000- $250,000 
45 $9,154,331 

$250,000 - Agency Tender 
104 $84,791, 178 

$1,500,000 Board 
Above $1,500,000 NPTAB 83 $740,989,739 

Refunds 3 ($214,303) 
Sub- total 565 $857,276,495 

Amount expended through annual tender 37 $94,758,473 
Total amount expended on Phannaceuticals for 2016 602 $952,034,591 

Source: Georgetown Public Hospital Corporation 

4.16.2 The PPC noted that the GPHC has a functioning tender committee, which approves 
procurement transactions valued at $250,000 to $1,500,000 even though an agency tender 
board has not been formally appointed by NPTAB, as stipulated in the Procurement 
Regulations. However, Mr. Sheik Amir, CEO (ag.), by way of letter dated June 3, 2016, 
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had requested approval from the Chairman of NPT AB for establishment of a tender board 
for the hospital. A verbatim extract of the referenced letter is provided below: 

Attached to the is a draft proposal from the Georgetown Public 
Hospital Corporation to set up its own internal Tender Board, utilizing the 
new threshold limits as set out in the Procurement Act, Regulation No. 2 
of2016. 

Furthermore, the Corporation is seeking consideration for an increase in 
the threshold limit for Goods to be raised to eight million ($8M), similar 
lo that of the Regional Tender Boards. This is because of the precarious 
position that the Hospital tends to find itself n whatever expensive. 
emergency, pharmaceutical supplies are required, such as. 
irnmunoglobulin. In a recent case, five million dollars was required to 
procure this drug for a single patient: however, the hospital did not stock 
large quantities of it, due to the rarity of its use and high cost. 

Currently, valuable time is lost due to the lengthier process of requiring 
the approval from the National Board and this is the difference between 
-;aving lives, if this process is done at a local level. In another example. a 
patient family was forced to procure the above-mentioned drug, given the 
time it would have taken the hospital to procure it in the existing 
framework. If this patient family could not have afforded the cost of the 
treatment, we are forced to witness the deterioration of that patient, 
knowing that something could have been done. 

Hence, it was an important step towards, improving the procurement 
process and system if these requests are favourably considered. since it 
will help ultimately to improve our chances of realizing our objective. 

Thank you and looking forward for your usual cooperation. 

The Chairman. NPT AB stated to the PPC that no action had been taken 
to establish a tender board for the GPHC because there was a lack of 
confidence in the GPHC's ability to effectiveiy manage its procurement. 

-J..17.0 Other observations. 

-U 7.1 During the past two years the GPHC did not have a functioning Board for a period of 
four months. The previous Board, headed by Dr. Max Hanoman, was terminated in 
November 2016 before serving a full term. The new Board was appointed to serve from 
February l, 2017. but did not start functioning officially until February 22, 2017. Prior to 
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the establishment of the Board headed by Dr. Hanoman, there was also a period when no 
Board was in place. 

4.17 .2 Management and leadership at the GPHC fluctuated over several years. The substantive 
CEO Mr. Khan, was sent on leave with consequent rotation of the persons who acted as 
CEO between 2016 and 2017. Mr. Allan Johnson acted for a major part of the time, while 
Mr. Amir acted during his absence. The institution also 'had two finance directors; Mr. 
Karimullah and Mr. Charles. The latter was appointed substantively to the position of 
Finance Director, while Mr. Karimullah was terminated. However, Mr. Karimullah was 
returned to his substantive position at the GPHC after a successful legal challenge of his 
termination, resulting in two Directors of Finance at the GPHC. Subsequently, Mr. 
Charles, an accountant, was assigned to oversee procurement, even though he had no 
training and experience in this specialized area. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The PPC conducted this investigation pursuant to the powers vested in it by Article 
212AA (1) of the Constitution and arrived at the following considered conclusions: 

5.1.0 Shortages of Drugs at GPHC 
Throughout 2016 and the first two months of 2017, the GPHC was plagued by shortages 
of pharmaceuticals due to several issues, including; 
l) Late award of contracts for 2016 annual supplies of pharmaceuticals 
2) Inaccurate quantification of pharmaceutical supplies for both 2016 and 201 7 
3) Outdated Formulary due to infrequent meeting of the Therapeutic and Medical 
Committee . 
.+) Delayed launch of tender for 2017 annual supplies 
5) Annulment of open tender for 2017 annual supplies (poor evaluation practices) 
6) Late launch of restricted tender for 2017 annual supplies 
7) Some contracts for 2016 annual supplies not fulfilled 
8) Late deliveries of 2016 annual supplies 
9) Ad hoc loans of pharmaceuticals to Regional hospitals because of critical shortages at 
those institutions. (Ministry of Public Health was also experiencing similar problems with 
procurement of pharmaceuticals). 

5.1.l The PPC concluded that the shortage of drugs at the GPHC during February 2017 was 
caused by a combination of the factors listed above. No information was presented to the 
PPC to support the contention that the shortage was artificial or engineered to facilitate 
the subsequent sole sourcing of emergency supplies. One major issue that impacted the 
availability of drugs at the GPHC during the 2016/2017 period was the inaccurate 
quantification of drugs procured for the 2016 annual supplies. This situation was 
compounded by late and short deliveries after contracts were awarded for that year only 
at the end of June 2016, with a delivery period of three to six months. GPHC made 
numerous ad hoc purchases of pharmaceuticals whose total value was five( 5 ) times that 
of the 2016 annual tender. 
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5 .1.2 The length of time taken to complete the tender process for the 2017 annual supplies was 
similar to that of 2016 and resulted from the same pattern of errors committed in 2016. 
Starting with the inaccurate quantification of needs in August 2016, contracts for the 
2017 supplies were finally awarded at the end of June 2017. The evaluation of tenders 
process, which should generally last no longer than one month, endured from February 
14, 2017 to June 30, 2017. In this situation the purchase of the emergency drugs would 
have served to address the shortages anticipated pending receipt of the annual supplies. 

5.2.0 Breach of the Procurement Act 

5.2.1 The action taken by Mr. Allan Johnson, former CEO(ag) GPHC to write suppliers 
informing them of awards made for them to supply pharmaceuticals to a total value of 
0$63 lM, without obtaining the requisite review of the NPTAB and 'No Objection' from 
Cabinet, was in breach of Sections 17(1) and 25(2) of the Procurement Act. The CEO 
was aware that he had breached the Act because he subsequently sought to obtain 
retroactive approval of his actions, even as the GPHC started receiving the supplies 
ordered. 

5 .2.2 The decision to annul the emergency tender scheduled to be opened on February 14th, 
demonstrated that the GPHC team did not fully examine all options available to achieve 
the objective of 'fast tracking' the emergency drugs. The plan approved by Mr. Allan 
Johnson the then CEO(ag), and provided to the Minister of Public Health, was ill
advised and demonstrated lack of knowledge of procurement generally, the Procurement 
Act and Regulations governing procuring entities. 

5.2.3 The request made by the Minister of Public Health for GPHC to 'fast track" the emergency 
Jrugs could have been addressed using an addendum to the emergency tender already 
launched on February 2, 2017. GPHC could have identified the emergency drugs needed 
in terms of type, amounts and time-frame for supply, and thus should have been able to 
extract from the list of 287 items already identified for the emergency tender, and asked 
the suppliers to bid accordingly. The assignment of the clinical pharmacist Mr. Oneil 
Atkins to the GPHC team was indented to assist this effort of identifying the extracted 
list. 

5.2.4 The GPHC, nevertheless, took the decision to annul the emergency tender in its entirety 
and sole source the full number and quantity of drugs on the list comprising the 
emergency tender. 

5.2.5 The CEO (ag) wrote the Chairman, NPTAB informing him of the annulment of the 
emergency tender and his intention to sole source the drugs. This course of action was 
seemingly guided by the experience of the length of time taken to complete the process 
for evaluation of tenders and award of contracts. Notably, GPHC did not follow the 
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prescribed procedure for sole sourcing of the supplies, which required them to write 
NPTAB with the requisite justification for their request. Further, and most importantly, 
GPHC ultimately procured a six months' supply of pharmaceuticals and not a supply of 
'emergency drugs', which the Minister of Public Health claimed she had instructed them 
to procure, using a mechanism to fast track their delivery. In effect, GPHC, using the sole 
source procedure, procured the same list of pharmaceuticals that had comprised the 
emergency tender, which was a six months supply of a mix of routine, emergency and 
critical drugs. 

5.2.6 It is clear that GPHC should not have annulled the emergency tender, which was for a six 
months' supply of drugs expected to be received over the period 1 sl to 30lh April. These 
supplies comprised drugs not available at February 2, 2017 and those expected to become 
unavailable within the short term, but not restricted to emergency drugs. Since GPHC had 
already launched this tender to ensure receipt of supplies from April I, 2017, they could 
have addressed the request made by the Minister of Public Health to "fast track" the 
emergency drugs by procuring, using the single source method, emergency drugs needed 
just for the immediate period before April 1. It was the practice, anyway, for GPHC to 
regularly single source both pharmaceuticals and medical supplies valued at amounts 
below the threshold requiring review by NPTAB or Cabinet. 
This approach would have most likely resulted in significantly reduced expenditure. The 
process would have been more fair and transparent, since the selection of the supplier 
would have been based on ability to supply the drugs needed in the shortest possible time. 

5.2.7 The basis for the award to Ansa McAl was not clearly established by the GPHC officials, 
as the statement in Mr. Johnson's letter to NPTAB that GPHC could only obtain those 
pharmaceuticals from that particular supplier was not factual. The justification could not 
be the time-frame for supply because the other suppliers were not requested to indicate the 
shortest time for supply of all the pharmaceuticals on the list. 

5.2.8 In sourcing the bulk of the drugs from Ansa McAl, the GPHC paid premium prices for 
branded drugs, even though it is the Government's policy to procure generic drugs at a 
lower cost. Two other suppliers IPA and New GPC Inc. contended that they could have 
supplied the same pharmaceuticals at much lower prices, saving the GPHC in excess of 

G$200M, but IPA had ongoing issues with certification from the Government Food and 
Drugs Department and, since New GPC routinely sourced their drugs from India, it was 
concluded that their delivery time would have been too long to meet the 'fast tracking' 
requirements. 

5.2.9 The CEO (ag.), Mr. Allan Johnson, allowed the staff of the GPHC and Mr. Oneil 
Atkins, the clinical pharmacist attached to the Ministry of Public Health, to take control of 
the activities leading up to the awards to the suppliers. He only participated in the two 
meetings with the Minister of Public Health and the senior staff of GPHC, leaving the 
Director Finance, Mr. Ronald Charles to manage the process. Mr. Charles who advised Mr. 
Johnson to annul the 2017 emergency tender and use the single source procedure to 
purchase the emergency drugs subsequently effectively removed himself from the process 
when he chose to attend the P AHO Workshop instead of concluding the assignment that he 
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undertook to lead. The CEO acted in breach of the Procurement Act when he awarded 
contracts to the suppliers prior to seeking the required approval ofNPTAB and 'no 
objection' of Cabinet. The CEO (ag.) informed the PPC that he made the decision to write 
the suppliers, awarding them the contracts, on the advice of the Assistant Director. 
Finance. Ms. Karen Cumberbatch who had informed him that Mr. O'Neil Atkins took the 
decision. 

5.2.10 The CEO (ag) Mr Johnson, 12 days after concluding the awards to the suppliers wrote 
the Chairman of NPT AB seeking retroactive approval for the emergency procurement. 
[n his letter, the CEO (ag.) indicated that the Minister of Public Health authorized the 
emergency supplies. However. he did not provide any documentation to support his 
daim. It should be noted, however, that the Minister's authorization, had it been given. 
could have only served to bolster GPHC' s justification for using the single source 
procedure, and could not have provided approval to breach the procedures. 

5.2.11 ll1e GPHC has already accepted and put into use the pharmaceuticals received from the 
four selected suppliers from whom the emergency drugs were single sourced and is. 
therefore, now indebted to these entities even though the requisite approval to make these 

purchases was not received from the relevant authorities. 

5.3.0 The extent of involvement of the Minister of Public Health in the procurement of the 
emergency drugs by GPHC. 

5.3.1 The Minister of Public Health, by all accounts, was made aware of the emergency tender 
and concluding that the timeframe for delivery was too long, instructed the GPHC to 
·fast track' the procurement of emergency drugs as a means of assuaging the 
acknowledged, continuing shortage of these items at the hospital. 

5.3.2 The PPC was not presented with any information which indicated that the Minister 
instructed the GPHC to breach the Procurement Act. Approval to 'fast track' does not 
trru1slate to 'bypass' the l'~PTAB. The GPHC vvas asked to devise a plan to ~fast track' the 
emergency drugs and they provided a plan that reflected a delivery period of two weeks for 
the drugs. The Minister's approval related to her instruction for them to present a plan as to 
how they could bring in emergency drugs in the shortest possible time. The sole source 
method that they ultimately adopted was the fastest means of achieving this because it 
avoids a tender and evaluation process. 

5 .3 .3 The GPHC officials' intention to sole source the emergency drugs was conveyed to the 
NPT AB, but they did not follow through with the established procedure for sole sourcing 
supplies and, thus, breached the Act by making awards to the suppliers prior to receiving 
NPTAB's approval and Cabinet's "No objection" 

5.3.4 The PPC was not presented with any information which indicated that the Minister was 
informed by the GPHC officials that they had made the awards to the suppliers without 
seeking the approval ofNPTAB and Cabinet. 
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5.3.5 The Minister assigned Mr. Oneil Atkins to the GPHC team specifically to identify the 
emergency drugs needed and not to select and contract suppliers. The GPHC officials 
ultimately made the decision to engage the four suppliers who were awarded contracts to 
supply the hospital with drugs. 

5.4.0 Other breaches of the Procurement Act by GPHC 

5.4.1 The GPHC also breached Section 26(1) of the Procurement Act in their use of the restricted 
tender procedure to purchase the 2017 annual supplies. This breach was committed with 
the full approval of the Chairman of the NPTAB. GPHC and NPTAB have apparently 
misinterpreted the Procurement Act in respect of the application of the restricted tender 
procedure in the procurement of goods and services. The request for restricted tendering was 
made even though the anticipated values of the tenders exceeded the thresholds for this 

procurement procedure as set out in the Cabinet Decision dated January 26th 2016. Based 
on this Cabinet decision, for entities such as the GPHC, the restricted tendering process 
should not be used to procure goods and services whose values exceed the threshold of G$3 
million. 

5.4.2 The Chairman ofNPTAB gave approval for GPHC to use the restricted tender procedure 
to procure the 2017 annual supplies and the subsequent six months' emergency supplies, 
even though it was anticipated that the values for both tenders would have significantly 
exceeded the threshold of G$3M applicable to GPHC purchases of goods and services. A 
formal complaint was made to NPTAB and GPHC by the New GPC about the annulment 
of the annual tender for 2017 supplies and subsequent launch of a restricted tender for the 
same supplies. (See Appendix A) The complaint was not addressed by either entity, but 
this procedure was indeed a breach of the Act. 

5.4.3 Further, the GPHC routinely made direct purchases of phannaceuticals .These purchases 
were of significant value in total, but reflected many instances of what appears to be 
contract splitting to avoid NBTAB's review. This was in breach of Section 14 of the 
Procurement Act. 

5.4.4 The GPHC's use of a tender committee to process and approve procurement 
transactions, valued between $250,000 and $1,500,000., was in breach of Section 22 of the 
Procurement Act, since the committee was not properly appointed as outlined in this 
section of the Act. 
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6. RECOMMEND A TIO NS 

6.1 The GPHC must execute all procurement transactions in accordance with the Procurement 
Act and should, therefore, establish appropriate systems to avoid reoccurrences of breaches 
such as contract splitting and use of procurement methods, which are not supported by the 
Act. In this regard, the Board of GPHC should work assiduously on developing and 
approving a Procurement Policy and Procedures Manual. 

6.2 The GPHC should plan its procuring activities more effectively, including, at minimum. 
preparation of an annual procurement plan, which should be effectively executed and 
monitored. This would also serve to reduce the need to engage in small purchases as well 
as ·'emergency procurements". 

6.3 The GPHC is an independent agency and, therefore, should not be subjected to direction 
and control from persons who are external to the organization. The Minister of Public 
Health is responsible for policy related matters and not administrative or operational issues. 
The Board is responsible for providing oversight and operational guidance to senior 
management. In future any communication between the Ministry and GPHC should. 
therefore, be routed through the Board. Every effort should also be made by the relevant 
authority to ensure that there are no gaps in the appointment of a Board for the GPHC. 

6.4 Drugs and medical supplies loaned to other public health institutions should be recovered 
in an organized manner, in keeping with the Stores Regulations 1993. 

6.5 GPHC should take appropriate steps to separate Procurement from Finance, in keeping 
with best practice for these functions. The procurement staff should be appropriately 
qualified and regularly trained in current procurement procedures. The pharmacy staff 
responsible for forecasting the needs of the GPHC should be equipped with the appropriate 
tools and systems to ensure that the Procurement Department is provided with accurate, 
timely and relevant information. This will ensure that procurement activities are 
appropriately structured and conducted in accordance with the Act. 

6.6 The GPHC needs to urgently assess and plan for adequate storage facilities for 
pharmaceuticals and medical supplies. In this regard, a concerted effort should be made to 
identify and source appropriate resources to ensure that these facilities are available soon. 

6. 7 The NPT AB should ensure that the evaluation process for tenders is conducted efliciently 
and in accordance with the Act. Agencies such as GPHC should be closely monitored to 
ensure that tender documents are handled with strict security and confidentiality. The 
practice of documents being moved around to evaluators' offices by various personnel 
should cease immediately and the time-frame set out in the Act for completion of the tender 
evaluation should be strictly observed as far as is practicable. 

6.8 Finally, the GPHC is operating an Agency Tender Board without the approval or input of 
NPTAB and this should be addressed urgently so that this breach ceases. NPT AB should 
take the required steps to establish an agency tender board that includes representation from 
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the GPHC Board. In addition, in view of the specialized nature of the needs of the GPHC, 
the procurement thresholds of expenditure applicable to the GPHC should be reviewed 
with the objective of improving efficiency and reducing the need for the entity to make 
numerous ad hoc purchases, which may breach the Procurement Act. 

Carol Corbin 
Chairperson 

t~l-~-----~~--------~~-
. Dr Nanda Gopaul 
Deputy Chairperson 

1· i/ J _,..· I 

/f/"/- '11,.1.' 11-~ 
-----:..----"------1-----------------------
Ivor English 

Commissioner 

Dated August 9th 2017 
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Emily Dodson 
Commissioner 

Sukrisbnalall Pasha 
Commissioner 

August 2017 
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GPHC creates "emergency" to sole source $6051\tl drugs from Trini firm 
... local companies with cheaper supply snubbed 
... could have saved over $100M taxpayers' dollars 

Guyana Times March 9, 2017 
Source: http: 11 guyanatimesgy. com/ gph c-creates-emergency-to-sole-source-605 m-drugs-from
trini- finnl 

Another major corruption scandal appears to be in the making as the management of the 
Georgetown Public Hospital Corporation moves to sideline local companies for the procurement 
of emergency pharmaceuticals worth in excess of $605 million from a Trinidadian firm, ANSA 
McAL. 

Georgetown Public Hospital had delayed and cancelled four out of its five public tenders within 
the last four months, creating a situation where there is a massive shortage of pharmaceuticals, 
which was initially denied by the authorities, and which would have caused deaths and 
aggravated illnesses in patients lacking medication. One of Guyana's leading local 
pharmaceutical manufacturers, the New Guyana Pharmaceutical Corporation (NEW GPC INC), 
is questioning the Georgetown Hospital's decision to ignore local companies, which could have 
supplied the same quantity and quality of drugs at better prices. 
Georgetown Hospital has delayed and cancelled four out of its five public tenders within the last 
four months, creating a situation where there is a massive shortage of pharmaceuticals. 

Subsequently, the Corporation's Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Allan Johnson, on February 28, 
wrote a letter to the Chairman of the National Procurement and Tender Administration Board 
(NPTAB), Berkley Wickham, requesting approval for the procurement of these "emergency 
drugs" in light of the shortage, from ANSA McAL to the tune of $605,962,200. 

This request to bypass the procurement process to sole source drugs from a foreign firm speaks 
loudly of some public official's intent to sideline local companies which could have supplied the 
same pharmaceuticals at cheaper prices. 
It raises the issue of motive and possible corruption, which is reminiscent of the earlier decision 
to rent a non-existent pharma warehouse. 

NEW GPC noted that the transaction between Georgetown Public Hospital and Ansa McAl, 
should it see fruition, would be a breach in the public procurement rules. 

Cheaper prices 
New NEW GPC further pointed out that it could have supplied many of the items 
instantaneously since there is usually inventory on hand. In the worst case scenario, NEW GPC 
said the delay would be less than a few days to get the products manufactured right here in 
Guyana. 
"NEW GPC has surveyed some of the items it manufactures locally and some imported against 
ANSA McAL and the company's prices are significantly cheaper. NEW GPC's prices could be 



111dcpendently confim1ed by reviewing recent bid submissions to the Tender Board in 20 ! 6 and 
20 I 7 ." the firm stated. 

,\dditionally, NEW GPC said it could have supplied even the items to be imported quicker by 
utilising its established and reliable supply chain; for instance, a Clindamycin injection, ANSA 
McAL's price is 12 times NEW GPC's. For Diclofenac tablets, it is 15 times and for 
Clotrimazole cream, which is made locally, as much as 23 times. For the mere 16 out of! 18 
items surveyed, the Georgetown Hospital would have saved over one hundred million dollars of 
taxpayers' money (G$100 milion) had it purchased them from NEW GPC. 
The local manufacturing giant strongly believes its quotations are being deliberately excluded or 
timed in such as manner to facilitate ANSA McAL. "Case in point is the Georgetown Hospital's 
recent purchase of Oxytocin (Item# 114) from ANSA McAL when NEW GPC had inventory on 
hand and offered it at what is now confirmed at a fraction of the price. In any case, what reason 
could be there for an emergency purchase from ANSA McAL if NEW GPC was offering stock 
on hand at a better price? And what about other local suppliers?" NEW GPC questioned. 
NEW GPC also noted that in recent meetings with suppliers, Georgetown Public Hospital's 
-;enior management insisted that they will seek out the lowest price to determine tender awards. 
""Choosing to do business with ANSA McAL with these exorbitant prices is contrary to that 
publicly stated position and it is tantamount to misleading the other bidders who were present," 
NEW GPC said. 

Local supplies 
The company also highlighted that the Georgetown Public Hospital's previous preference for 
cheapest prices created the opportunity for some importers to supply inferior products at the 
exclusion of locally manufactured items and this most certainly had adverse consequences on 
patients. 
NEW GPC also noted with concern, the Georgetown Hospital's recent removal of the !O per cent 
preferential treatment for locally 

"'Which Guyanese company could realistically secure a contract from the Trinidadian 
Government for US$3 million in pharmaceuticals and moreover do this outside of public tender? 
.\nd for lhe supply of products from extra regional sources since ANSA McAL is not a 
manufacturer?" - NEW GPC 
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Ansa McAI refutes claims of receiving $M drug contract through sole sourcing 
Kaieteur News, Mar 09, 2017 

Source: http://www.kaieteurnewsonline.com/2017/03/09/ansa-mcal-refutes-claims-of-receiving
m-drug-contract-through-sole-sourcing/ 

Ansa McAl Trading Limited (AMTL) sought to set the record straight yesterday regarding 
statements which were being circulated in the media that it benefitted from a million-dollar 
contract for the procurement of emergency pharmaceutical supplies through the process of sole 
sourcmg. 

In a statement to the media last night, the conglomerate chronicled the events leading up to how 
it was awarded a contract for the supply of drugs in the sum of $605M. 

The company explained that a meeting was held in the conference room of the Georgetown 
Public Hospital Corporation (GPHC) on January 16, last. 

The entity said that the meeting was held with all suppliers in an effort to address stock shortages 
and the urgent need for some products. 

Ansa McAl said that it was announced that this was because the previous invite to tender in 
November of2016 had been compromised, resulting in a further delay of supply. 

The company said that tender documents had been prepared for emergency supplies with specific 
tendering process requirements. 

AMTL made it clear that contrary to comments of "sole sourcing" being in play, it was one of 
four companies asked to bid on a list of products that the GHPC had indicated was either low or 
out of stock. This was also confirmed to Kaieteur News by CEO of GPHC, Alan Johnson and the 
National Procurement and Tender Administration Board (NPTAB). 

AMTL said that it adhered to the process and submitted a bid on February 14, last. 

"AMTL tendered for 300 plus items and was successful and awarded 118 items within the 
tender. AMTL adhered to the procuring process which required a submission of an invoice of the 
awarded items which must be delivered within the 14 working days." 

The company stressed that it prides itself being renowned for branded, quality products, as it 
represents 13 of the top 25 pharmaceutical companies in the world. Officials at Ansa McAl made 
it clear that those companies and their products have proven to be compliant, safe and of the 
correct efficacy. 
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Ansa McAL is only company to ever provide cold storage facilities for drugs -Lawrence 

Kaieteur News, Mar 12, 2017 
http://www.kaieteumewsonline.com/2017/03/12/ansa-mcal-is-only-company-to-ever-provide
co ld-storage-faciliti es-for-drugs-la wrence/ 

-Even though NEW GPC was sole supplier for over 20 years 
- Other companies were not a part o.lcontract for emergency drugs due to ongoing 
investigations 
The collusion between moles in the public health system and a few crooked suppliers of 
pharmaceuticals is what led to the Minister of Public Health, Vo Ida Lawrence, taking a 
controversial route in the recent procurement of emergency pharmaceuticals for the Georgetown 
Public Hospital Corporation (GPHC). 
The minister made this statement to the press yesterday in an effort to correct misleading 
comments in some sections in the media. 

The misguided comments, she said, were in relation to certain documents which were leaked to 
the media, giving the false impression that the hospital tried to procure drugs from Ansa McAl 
Trading Limited through sole sourcing. 

Lawrence stressed however that Ansa McAl was among four companies from which these 
emergency supplies were procured. The other companies were New GPC, Health 2000 and 
Chirosyn Discovery. 
The Minister of Public Health said that other companies were not a part of this process due to 
ongoing investigations into their late/or non-delivery of critical drugs which they were contracted 
to procure for GPHC during 2016. 

She said that some of these pharmaceuticals were overdue by as much as six months, which 
exacerbated the drug shortage at the hospital. 

She explained that moves were made to fast track the procurement of these pharmaceuticals to 
minimise the negative effects on patients due to the shortage of some critical drugs. 

'This influenced the decision to seek the green light from the National Procurement and Tender 
Administration Board (NPT AB) for Ans a McAl to supply drugs and pharmaceuticals to the tune 
of some $605M." 

Lawrence explained that Ansa McAl is one of only two companies in Guyana that can provide 
the cold chain storage necessary to maintain the integrity of a wide range of pharmaceuticals that 
are critical in the health care sector, in Guyana. 

"Ansa McAl not only air freighted the drugs (this helped spike the cost to import the items) for 
the public health sector, but also donated four refrigerators to GPHC to store the emergency 
supplies at the internationally acceptable temperature of 20 to SOC. No other company in the 
history of the institution has provided cold storage facilities at the hospital even though, at least 



nnc of them (NEW GPC) was the sole supplier of pham1aceut1cal:; to the instih1tion for over 20 
years. 

Lawrence said that all pharmaceuticals for the entire nation was sole-sourced from that company 
for billions of tax-payers· dollars. During that period, she said that GPHC used icepacks to store 
these sensitive drugs at the facility, because the main refrigerator ·was in poor condition and 
unable to maintain the coITect temperature for these dmgs endangering their efficacy, potency 
and integrity. 
Lawrence stressed that she was unwilling to jeopardise the sector and patients' lives and took 
what may appear to be the now-controversial route. 

\lOLES 

With regard to moles at the GPHC procurement system, the Minster said that she is aware that 
they have been constantly leaking infonnation to the media with the aim of discrediting officials 
,if the instih1tion and often-times it is misinformation. 

She stressed that the tender process was never breached and the route to procure the emergency 
supplies was fast tracked. 

L1wrence said that the National Procurement and Tender Board Act makes provision for such. 
~ind the same suppliers would have emerged. 

··My priority is to ensure the nation's health is given top pnority. The health system will not be 
held hostage by unprincipled persons and therefore I made the decision to shortlist the critical 
hut unavailable items and the suppliers with the ability to provide them on time to avert 
deepening the drug demand difficulties,'' Lawrence explained. 

She added that the Public Health system needs urgent and massive overhaul. She found that 
;everal procurement otlicials are not only unqualified for the job, but also unwilling to follow 
protocols and processes thus helping to '·create a sand storm'' within the health sector. 

( \msequently "slippages are many and gaps are very wide" Lawrence said. 

The slippages, Lawrence said, still exist "because health is a lucrative sector and a magnet for 
com1pt individuals and venal firms. Hence, many have fallen victim to the allure of dishonest 
~am . 
.. Without a shadow of doubt this shortage is manrnade and created to cheat the country of 
medical supplies and cash ... but I am not for sale," Lawrence said. 

The Public Health 1vlinister said that the engineered shortage of drugs in the system meant that 
drugs that should have been in the public health system since 2016 to cater for demands in the 
tlrst quarter of this year are not there and this has far reaching implications for the tender process 
for druf'.S. 



She said that she is bracing for a fierce fight from suppliers and inflexible staff opposition 
because they now feel threatened by the new course being chartered for the public health system. 

The fresh wind of change she said has brought open tender, a proper procurement policy which 
includes computerisation of information, storage of critical drugs under internationally 
acceptable conditions and the placement of pharmacists in wards of the GPHC. 

The Pan American Health Organisation and World Health Organisation (PAHO/WHO) are 
throwing their support behind local efforts to help develop a proper and accountable public 
health system. 

PAHO/WHO is helping to shape policy directions in the areas of procurement, distribution, 
storage and managing consumption levels of pharmaceuticals at the GPHC. 

Lawrence said that the current difficulties in the public health system are compounded by an 
inability to forecast future needs accurately as a result of its reliance on a manual system which 
is rarely updated. 
Lawrence wants this ended immediately and has promised new measures to accomplish this. The 
first step was taken Friday last when she met with several delinquent suppliers at her Brickdam, 
Georgetown office. 
"The policy and standards will be rigorously applied to guarantee the safety of the Guyanese 
people who are my first interest," Lawrence said. 
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THE OFFICIAL GAZETTE 2''" MARCH'-, 2_0_17 _______ 2_1_5 

GOVERNMENT NOTICE 

Cabinet considered the abovementioned memorandum CP(2017)1:4:H 
submitted by the Minister of Public Health and approved th1~ appointment of the 
Board of Directors of the following entity in the Public Health Sector, for a period of one 
(1) year with effect from February 1, 2017 to January 31, 2018. 

GEORGETOWN PUBLIC HOSPITAL CORPORATION BOARD 

1. Ms. Kessaundra Alves Chairperson 
2. Dr. Holly Alexander Member 
3. Dr. Ivelaw A. Sinclair Member 
4. Ms. Collette Adams Member 
5. Ms. Sonya Roopnauth Member 
6. Ms. deopatra Barkoey Member 
7. Ms. Dawn Gardener Member 

The previous Cabinet Decision CP(2017)1:4:HH issued on January 27, 2017 is h.Jlreby 
wi.thdra,,.,n. 

LT. COL. JOSEPH HARMON, MSM 
MINISTER OF STATE 
2017-03-01st 

1 

DISTRIBUTION 
}Jinisterof PublicHealth 
Pennanent Secretary, 
Ministry of Public Health 
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-Georgetown Public Hospital Corporation T 
We~Carc 

J\,.,t Market Street, 
Georgetown, Guy"""' 

71hNovemher, 2016 

Mr. Berkley Wickham 
Chairman 
National Procurement & 
Tender Administration Board 
Ministry of Finance 
Main & Urquhart Streets 
Georgetown. 

Dear Mr. Wickham, 

NOTICE OF TENDER OPENING 

'rd:592-226-1835 
Fax:592-226-6249 

Please be advised that there will be an opening of the following GPHC Tender on Tuesday 22nd 
November, 2016 at 09:00 hours at the National Procurement & Tender Administration Board, 
Ministry of Finance: 

Procurement of Phannaceuticals 

This Tender was advertised in the National Newspapers on 6u., 13th and 20th November, 2016. 

Attached, please find a copy the Ad and the Tender that will be opened_ 

Sincerely, 
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GeorgetovJn Public Hospital Corporation 

~J~w t~,.l'k~ S3r~t. 
t~e-nro't!'1Dwn. •::.Lrt.i:"'l8 

\ !r. i:k11:i·::- \ 1.'icUnn 
C~i.JH 1:·1~i11 
.~.; ~!it~fU1 {'-;-,:,., !....:_·,~i!#·~:t:' .\~ 

! 1'ff'Jr.:1 ,:\•Jn"'.,f'1.:.~;~:rJ1 .. I[\~·. ,r i 

'.·E111:-:1r> · ,j· / :o;L:.. 1i::. 

\·L·,;n l .. ~: ·f-!L!: .. Lff :'.;r~i'f..;,: 
:_.1 r..'.·Tg::~· I\~ .• I 

Tel 5S2·2-ti Hl3S 
;:..,,., 592·2··6t.12"-9 



Nichelle DeRouch 
Procurement Supervisor 

Guyana Defence Force 

CEO 
c:.PClT"O-Ptn ..... ...r~Tl'1 P1nhlir Hnc:n~f;:::~ r.:'ii7"~.n-r::;t--:n~ ----u-·- · · -- - -·---- ----i:----- ---r --------

hfinishy of Public Health 

Dear Sii-, 

~ tr77'..rr~on~,.,. n"i:'n,~n'Q'"' 
11".t.Ll~ '\.....11.."-..L..1. .t... .i.~~.J.. ~i..'\...L 

Eeference: 

~~0:16-H-

This reuort serves as a matter of Q"rave conc·2E1 as an e'.'::lluator for Ref:::·e;:.c:e A. c 
i u 

\·Vas ask by }'Our representative to conduct a preiirninary evaiuation. 

a. Bid security in fonn or insura.nce instead oi banl< gu2.rantee as :·2qL:i:·2c'. ~~: 

the Bid data sheet (ITB 8.1) 

T# l - Global Healthcare 
T# 2 - I'-.1editror-! 

T# 5 - Caribbean Medical Supplies 

T# 4 - IPA 

c. Vvarranty /guarantee non submission 

T# 1 - Global Healthcare 

d. Financial capacity 

T# 3 - New GPC In proof of financial capacity (Line of credit) is Sl10M,. hov-reve:r, 

total bid price is $278,589,908, therefore 20% of total bid is $55,717,582.00 the line o± 
credit is inadequate to be deemed responsive. This was at the 1November2016. 



However, your representative called after she left ~T:.Y :1ffr:::e .::cd s2.id that th21.-e <Nas 

c!dditional proof of financial capacity for this bidder ill excess ::>~ S180Ci)Vi. 

I requested the document to be returned by 9 am on ::211
'' Noven1.b<~r 2.0:!. :,, 

however, I receive same on the 3rd November \Vith additional i:;.-uon::nation a3 ic 1·::i:c<:-23 cc 
this additional iILfonnation. I checked the copy at the i'·Jational Tender Board as cc fri2 
claim. There ,,vere copies of line of credit datc:cl 2016-~.0-13 fo: '.::;BTI sc,J.:Jh·J. <',i"t:.1 

Deh1erara Bartl( Cla.ted 2016~04-06. 

The original subrn.ission has an original letter fron:. GBTI \-Vii:h date as stated 

above and c. copy fron-1 Demernra BarLk •Nith 2016-04-06 and an original dated 2016-10-
.:; l. Ti1e iatter ietters 1vere no part of the document i 2xamm-2:.::~ on rhe l l\i ov2mb2r .2u1.::-, 
nor ,_,vas a copy at the National Tender Board. 

In light of this development I declined to sign off the e1·aluation as the issue of 
~::.tegY1tv of this process is questionable . .__, - ~ .... 

Regards 

Nichelle DeRouch 
ETJaluator 

Copy to: 

Chairman, NPT A 



\Ir. Sheik ,\111ir 

Chief Ewcutin~ Cifllcer lag:) 

(-~1~1~.ro·rrrr\··. 1 d1l1r 1-Tr;snir::11 .-,,~i·:1n;~~n:-..;1 
0 

N r:''Y \·I ad~e. :-;treet 

Dear i\'ir. A 11 r. 

,- 11 • : : 

w11ow1ng \I erl:' uo~tn eu. 

i. 

' '·' I J -, . 1:- ~ ! ·; ! I-· i 

''. ~_. ·- .. , ' ...... , . ' '" ' ' 
·. \ \... ! \... ~I! \.' \ \,... ~;_ ..:. ·:-.~ .:. -

ISO/\;\,l}-!0 r.ppro'.'al for pharn1aceutical F'r0cun:·n12nr \'.·as not ~l~bn1itted tOr T#+ 

-.-. Soi11c discrepancies e:-:.ist 1·cgu.rding T:¢;3 '~;·h2rc-

1Y hile the bid prnviclecl v,·as in e>:.cess of GS:17S0.'L The:·e ,,.<!,_. aiso another document irnlic;: Ung 

\Vi th these·>! serY<it.ions. I decline to sign off on 1he eY;ilua;:icm of this tenclei. 

Yoms Since1 .ly. 

Dr. Shamcleo i:'ersaud 

CHIEF ?vIEDICAL OFFICER 

EVALUATOR 

c.c. ,\Ir. B. \.\"ickham, Chnirmnn, NPT.-\B 



\Ir. Sht.>ik .-\111ir 

Chief E':t~rnti\ e ·~-ii}icer 1:agl 

~1- 1111·0-ptn~\ ... i !hlir I-Tn~..:ni1Nl . . 
r;rnn1·0 r1r1~1 

~· 

~·•T""'T"",.....,-,T-.r:-,. ;-.-
\_TLr\..\J\....JLJ ,.J\'\'l'i 

Dear i\fr .. -\.11 r. 

iC..)llowi11g \I ere ulJ:;en c:Ll. 
Bid ~c·curit'/ if1 LiJt tC1i·111 c_,f iiiS.Lli"CLilCC .:1!!d ...... , .... , .. ,., 

: . .J!'.•\\.!! 
-:--:-!- : 

;. '' _, 

<) 

while the bid provided \Yas in excess of G:£:1"7 SM. There '"'as also ;mmher document imlic« ting: 

\Vi th these· ii serYation.s. l decline to sign off on the e\·a}u;nion of this tenc!eF. 

Yours Since1 .!y. 

Dr. Shamdeo Persaud 

CHIEF !\'IEDICAL OFFICER 

EVALUATOR 

c.c. ;\fr. B. \?\'ickharn, Chairman, NPT.-\B 



New Market Street. 
Georgetc\'·:r.. Guy~:--:2. 

r) -, 
L-=i I 

23'0 T ... lovrmber 2016 

i\!lr. Berkley V/ickham 
(' h 8i 1"111811 

1\J<itional Procurement & 

[Vlinistry of Finance 
[\fain & Urquhart S tree rs 
Georgetm:,·n. 

Dear IVIr. \ViclJiam. 

Refe;~ence: 

T~; : S~2-2-:'3i .33.5 
~~~1:--.:: 092-2-60:-2~-9 

A. preliminary evaluation of tenders reYealed that there was a discrepancies in the Biel 

longer acceptable. As a consequence. Se\·eral tenderers were disqualified .. "-.s coi1seguence. 
this raised a grave concern about the :T1.:::.nner in which the Bid D(1cument v•.:as prepared i~·! 

order to ensure a fair and transparent process. 

a. Bid security in the form of Insurance Coverage instead of bank guarantee ciS 

required in the Bid dam sheel (ITB S. I) 
T# 1 - Global Healthcare 
T# 2 - Meditron 
T# 5 - Caribbean Medical Supplies 

In light of this matter, I have declined to sign off the evaluation as the issue of a fair ::md 
transparent process is questionable. Additionally, the other members of the evalu2tion panel 
has expressed similar concerns. As a consequence. I am requesting that there be a review of 
the Tender Documents by the NPTAB and recommendations be made on the wa>· fonvarc!. 
Regards 

Sincerely. 
' ,_) .. -· -- \.~-

~-: 

Sheik Amir 
Chief Executive Officer ( ag) 



Appendix 88 

In replying Quote Dale 
Harcot and No. 

r• Jammry, 2017 

Mr. Allon Joi111son 
Chief E.Tecutive Ojfiar 

--, 

Gi!orge/own Public Hrupital Co1-purat1an 
i'.'ew Mark111 Street 
GL•orgetonn 

Dear Mr. Jol!nson. 

I 
Ministry of Flnanco 
Main & UrQUhart Streels, 

I Georgetown 
L Qu:t_ll_~n_a_. __ _ _ ___J 

Re: Procurement of Pharmaceuticals: NPTAil Ref: 3707/2016/46 

'.Vith reference to the sub_1cc1 at caption. 1h.:: National P~ocurement :md Tender .A.dministr11tio11 Hoard 
· ,. _ _;;appoi~s tho:: recommendation C1fthc E~·o.lua.1ion Com1nim:c ar.d has i:.rnnted approval far: 

(i) Procur.:men~ process Ill be annulled; ano 
\ii) the projt:ct to iie retendered. 
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Georgetown Public Hospital Corporation 

New Market street, 
Georgetown, Guyana. 

9th January 2017 

Mr. Berkley Wickham 
Chairman 
Nati anal Procurement & 
Tender Administration Board 
Ministry of Finance 
Main & Urquhart Streets 
Georgetown. 

Dear Mr. Wickham, 

Requesting approval for 
Restrictive tendering for Pharmaceutical NPTAB #3707/2016/46 

and Medical Supplies NPTAB #3394/2016/46 

Tel : 592-2-61835 
Fax: .592-2-86249 

The Georgetown Public Hospital Corporation is requesting approval to use of the restrictive 

tendering method of procurement to procure Pharmaceutical and Medical Supplies. We are 
requesting approval of the following shortlisted suppliers, namely: 

1. New GPC 
2. International Pharmaceutical Agency 
3. AnsaMcAl 
..+. Meditron 
5. Alvin Rambajan 
6. Global Healthcare Supplies Inc. 
7. Massy Distributions Inc. 
8. Health 2000 Inc. 
9. K.D Enterprises 
10. Caribbean Medical Supplies Inc. 

Further, we hereby seek approval for the opening of this project on the 14th February 2017. 

Please see attached of the proposed tender document for use. Your approval of this 

document is also being sought. 

-Sincerely, 

~~ 
Chief Executive Officer (ag) 



Appendix BIO 

J(/~ Ja11unry, 1017 

Mr. Allan JtJhnson. 
r·1i;e./'En"<"UliW1 Ojfkr:r (<1)0 

Gi?urgetown Public Hosp1tnl Cnrpuration 
Nr:w Alar~et Street 
Georgetown 

/Jeur .\/,._ Jo/uuon 

FFB 1l J W11 

1
-·--·--·1 
Ministry of Finance I 

I 1'1.la1n & Urquhart Streets. I 
Geor<)etown 

l.§iyen.1 ·-- ___ I 

l~e: ~equest for .Approl·:il for Restrictil·e Tendering Procurement of 
Pharmaccuril"alJ-NPTAB# 3707nOI6/46 

With reli:rence In your letter dated J..mu.vy 9"\ 2017 che :"ia1ional Prm:urcmcnl and ft:nder 
. .\J.rninistmtion Board has granted approval for your agency to proc.eed with Restricted Tendering for the 
i:rojcct at caption and for the following suppliers to be invircd 10 bid for the project. 

l. NcwGPC 
2. lntcrruuional l'harmacet1ticul Agency 
3. Ansa !vfcAJ TradinA 
4 ~frditron 

5. Alvin R:unbaja.n 
6. UlohnJ Hcalthi:are Supplies Inc 
7. Massy Discribution.s Inc. 
S. llcalth :WOO Jnc. 
'> K.D Enterprises 
l 0. Caribhcan :\.ft."(licaJ Suppliell Inc 

8 est regards 

FINANCIAL SERVICES 

\ITT.s sincerely, 

,\IK_ 

(?hi#~ ~·i~ki~~~ .. 
- ek:i.rman 

FE& O 1 lafl 

National Procurement i111d TcnJcr AJministra!inn How-d 
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Georgetown Public Hospital C)orporation 

New ·Miuk~ siri;,et., 
Secrtiet.awn.·Guyana. 

161b February 2017 

Mr. Ravie "Rnmcbaritar 
General Manager 
New GP.cane. 
A1 Far.m, 
Eas·t Bank Demerara 
Guyana 

Dear Mr. Ramcharitnr, 

I APPENJ)l~ _!ll 

RE:· Emergencv Pharmacentfonl··Sunpllics 

iiol : 592-2-61935 
Fa~ 592-2-88249 

The Geotgetov.in Publie:Hospital Csrpatatiori wishes ·to 110tify you that it has taken the decision 
to procure an emergency !'!Upply or pharmaceutical supplies via yOl.11" organization. These 
s1.,tpplies·,are to be· delivered to.the hospital whit fourteen (14l working days of the receipt of this 
letter •. Attached is.the list af Phannaceuticals. required~ and for whic:h yQu have quoted. 

K.illdLy, aclmow:ledge in \Wiling that )'OU have agreed to supply the attached list of items al the 
price indicated, within the time.frame required. 



-· 
Georgetown Public Hospital c;:orporation 

New Market Street, 
Georgetown. Guyana_ 

16th February 2017 

Mr. Troy Cadogan 
Managing Director 

,· Ansa McAl Trading Ltd. 
60 Beterverwagting, 
East Coast Demerara 

Dear Mr. Cadogan, 

RE: Emergencv Pharmaceutical Supplies 

Tel: 592-2-e1835 
Fax: 592-2-Ge249 

The Georgetown Public Hospital Corporation wishes to notify you that it has taken the decision 
to procure an emergency supply of pharmaceutical supplies via your organization. These 
supplies are to be delivered to the hospital with fourteen (14) working days of the receipt of this 
letter. Attached is the list of Pharmaceuticals required, and for which you have quoted. 

Kindly, acknowledge in writing that ymt'lmve agreed to supply the attached list of items at the 
price indicated, within the time frame required_ 



hp p--t. V\ OI \X 

GPHC 
Task 

Emeraancv Sunnllaa ,, 
Determining avalleblllty of items on emergency list 
Obtaining Quotation from Suppliers 
Evaluation Report se~t for approval 
Award of Tender 
Acceptance of contract 

Performance of Contract 
Procul'8rnant.of.Ph•rmacaullcal sunnlles· 
Advertisement of Tenders 
Evaluation Report sent for approval 

Work Plan by Week for 
Procurement of 
Pharmaceutical Suppiles 

Responslbl• Status 

Insert tn promes:.:. 
Insert Not started 
Insert Not started 
Insert Not started 
Insert Not slarted 
Ins art Nol slarted 

Insert 111 nrn~1rnss 
Insert Not started 

Fcbruarv I March 
J I 10 I 17 I 24 I 3 I 10 I 11 I 24 I 

~.I. 
· i I 

! :.-,.. 
I 

--Award of Tender Insert Nol slarted ·. :m--Acceptance of contract Insert. Nol slarted 
Performance of Contract Insert Not slarted 

NB: 1. The Emergency Supplies quantilles will be reduced by Iha quantities available at MMU, MoPH 
2. Emergency quanlllies caters for six (6) months consumption 

I 
Jt I 1 I 

.--. 

Week a 
April I Mav I June I Julv I Auoust I September I October 

14 I 21 I 2e I s I 12 I 19 I 26 I I I 6 I 15 I 22 I 29 I 7 I 14 I 21 I 2e I 4 I II I 16 I 25 I I I e I 1s I 22 I 29 I s I 13 I 20 I 27 

I 

' 
; 



Appendix B 13 

•

Georgetown Public Hosp\ta\ Cotpora~\Jn 9 
Wit f'c-. 

..,... : &82-2-G1~ 
Fn: &OQ-:Z~-49 NewM-•su-. 

G.-ora.town. Guy•na_ 

9th February 2017 

Mr. Berkley Wickham 
Chairman 
National Procurement & Tendor Administration !Board 
Ministry of Finance 
Main & Urquhart Streets 
Georgetown. 

Dear Mr. Wickham, 

RE: Annulment of Emergency Pharmaceutical and Medical Supplies Tendern 

Following a meetrng with the Honourable Minister l/olda Lawrence on :he 3'~ February 
2017 at the Georgetown Pubhc Hospital Corporation (GPHC). she recommended that 
we lake a different approach towards sourcing pharmaceutical and medical supplies. 
which will require considerabty less time. qiven the serious impact this shOrtage wdl 
have on the lives of patients seeking care at this inslitutJon. 

,;\s .a ccnsequence. GPHC is seeking the approval of the National Procurement & 
Tender Administration Board to annul the emergency pharmaceulical and medical 
.,;upplies t1rnders schedule to be cponed on Tuesday 14:h February 2017, since we 
.ntend lo utilize the sole sourcing methc-d to fast track these urgent supplies. 

Thank you and lookrng forNard to your timely approval. 
'.;--

Sincerely, 

. ' 

)!_k~.~·6· ". ~ {l ei 
Mr. Allan J nson 
Chief Executive Officer (ag} 

;EB 1 3 2017 

i?. E c E 1v E o _I 
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' i\ i"lP-<-?~\d lV 
'\.- 1 

• Georgetown Public Hospital Corporati::,:!: 

Netw M- SU.et, Fax: 592-2..ee:z .. g 
C.-Voft_,,, GU)'• ..... 

2sd• F ... bnrnr:r 201 i 

~.Ir. Bc::dc·: '.'/i:k.!:;i.r.: 
ct:.ainm1.n 
:'-laLion:U Pm(:un:mcnl &. 
ft!m.ll!r .•\dmi11i.stra11011 Buun! 
\linist.ry of Finance 
~.tam,.._ Urquhart Srr-=cts 
Cjeorgct0\\11. 

F.mcrgcncy Pharmaccu1ic:1l Supplin 

l.1c (ieor~clown PutiEc Hn~pi!al Corpuni.lion is rc4ue:;ting appro\'al from the l"aliuiu..i 
Pnx:uremem anJ Ti:ru.!.er Ai.!mini$t:atiun Buar:.l tu pruci.lle EmeqwDcy ~leJrcal Supplies. 

lnc:s.: .:m.:rgcncy supplie~ w..,rc authoris::d by the: H.1n. Vol.Li l..a\.\Tt:nce. \linisLc:r l•I' Puhli~ 
lkallh (si:c: iettcr ~ttm:hcd). The ph.ammccuticals supplied b:• this mmpany was Bl :he lim•: 

of request a\·ailable only fro:n L'l.is su1~ph.:r. 

vratclul for Y•)UI .:ippru• .. al 10 Health :moo for the sum ol two million. nine bu:1dr.:Li ~?d 
Lw::my-thrcc thm1sand. ninl! hur..drcd and :went)· doll:.us.(.$2.923.'121J1. :is per ;in;icncri 
1pi;11aun:i 

Sinccrdy, 

~- -..... -- -- ·-;;.:-- . 

. /.J~~a. ··f-·-'1·· 
~ Y:::.:·::_:::._·-!"'1'"-;:r.o"r!. . . . - ..... ~,.,,,, . Anfildoii ·· · · - ·· 
··Chief l;i<~wi"·~ Officer ( 3a) 
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·._ 0 l, \-\/ 

Georgetown Public Hospital Corporation T 
Wll ~c... -

231!1 February 2017 

Mr. Berkley Wickham 
Chainmu1 
National Procurement &: 
Tc:ndcr Adminimation Board 
Ministry of Finance 
Main & Urquhan Streets 
Georgetown. 

Dear 1\-lr. Wickham, 

Emcricncy Ph11rm:accurical Supplies 

T•: 6a2•;2.fl1a:i5 
Faic .61124~49 ' 

Tue GecrgetoV.':l Public Hospital CoJpDrarion is requesting approval from the National 
Procurement and Tender Adminislmtion Board to J'10Curc Emcrg1mcy Meilic:U Suppli= 

TilCSe ctnagency supplies were authorised by !he Hon_ V olda Lawn:ncc, Minister of Public 
Health (~e le1tcr :inached). The phmnaa:uticllls supplied by this company w.u at rhe lime 
of rcqUC!it available only from lhis supplier. 

Grateful tbr your approval to Ama McAL Trading Limited for the sum of si.~ lumdnld lllld 
five million night hundred and siA'?y·two thousand., two llundred dollMS {$60.5,962.200), llS 

rer anached quotation. 

s im:t:rel y. 
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• Georgetown Public Hospital Corporati::.:! 

N- r..t-et etreet. Fax: 592•:Z..cl62"41i 
~n.Guyanil. 

18'b Fd1rual'}· 2017 

\Ir. [krlde.1· Wickhar:i 
C!1airman 
Natio11al Procun:ment & 
1"i:m!cr Allministralion R11MJ 
t-linistry of Fi.n:..n.::c:: 
~{.iin & t:n1uhart Streets 
(icorgetown. 

near ~fr. w:ckhmn, 

F.mrri:enc)· l'b~nnaccutiul Supplic~ 

rh ... Licor~c1c>Wn Public Hnspit:il Co:;ior-tlon IS requc:slin~ apprcw<il rrnm the N.1tw11al 
1':1:_\.:111.:mcnt an~ Tender ,.\,hmni,,1r;s1iu11 B(\ard to pm.:1.m~ E:ncrgcm.:y l\kJi~al Supplies. 

l"hese ~nergcncy suppiie:; \\'c:re aulhorisc.J by the I lou. Vold.'t L.11wrence. ;\Jm.istcr of P•Jhlic 
;..Jeallh (see l~tLer attachc:J). TI:c pha."lliaccuticals suppli~<l by this compa::iy W3$ at th:: Hme 
<'f n:qt:c:;t availabl~ only frnm this suppli&?r. 

Gratd'ul fur )'l'!.l! app:Ol'.il io Cltirn;~ u D1:.c1wcry !or the s11m of mu millivu. one huntlreJ 
.md :.hirty·.::glll thous.ai:d. t~inc hundred ar.d mcnlv·lhc Jo:Jar~.( S2 .13 l:!;n'i ·>. .i> pi:r utcad:o:d 
l!'lt'lr:nhJn 

Siuccrelr. 
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* 

a Georgetown Public Hospital Corporatio~,.!: 

:?s•n February 2017 

\lr. l3erklc:y Wickhrun 
Chairman 
:-.I ar ional Pnictm~m.~ni & 
I ender Admimstr3t10n Bnard 
\lini!itr)' oi Finance 
\foin & l!lljuhurt S~rec:L~ 
l ieNl,!C!O\,lL 

Ll-c:i.r Mr. Wi1:kham. 

Emergenq• Pb:trm:11;eutic:1J Supplits 

Fax: 5V2-2-662'4Q 

The Gc:org.:tuwn Public Hospil..1! Corporation is r~ue:>ting appro\'al from th~ National 
Procurc:mer:t am! Tentler AJministraliun [lvan.J to procure Emergency Medical Sup;ihcs 

J"he'.<1! emergency suppl11::s ''ere authorised by the Hon. Volda Lav.TCncc. MimS1J:r of P11hlic 
l lealth I see lener anached). TI1e ph::irmaceuricJ.l~ supplied by this compan)' was at the tirr.~ 
u( r.:quest ava.ilable only frum thi~ supplier. 

Grateful for your apprnva.J 10 l'\ew CiPC for the sum of n.venty million. eight humircd .1r.ri 
eighty ~hous.:?.nd. six hundred :ind ten dollars.I S1iJ.S88.6J I)). a!' per au:id:icli quul;ilwn. 

Sincerely, 
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